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ABSTRACT
SHORT-TERM FAMILY MISSIONS:
A STUDY OF FAMILY FAITH DEVELOPMENT
by
Anthony Wayne McCollum
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the short-term
mission experience encourages spiritual growth in the family, as measured by the practice
of spiritual disciplines that evidence a hfe of faith in the family after the family
participates together in a short-term mission experience. The project utihzed a researcher-
designed, semi-structured interview to understand better how family participation in the
short-term mission experience impacted the practices of faith in the family.
I identified four different areas of research that helped to shed light on the areas of
study, namely, the biblical role of family in missional service, family systems, faith
development, and short-term mission work. The project proceeded by interviewing
representatives of families who participated in short-term mission experiences with U. M.
Army and Partners in Mission to determine how the families' participation impacted the
practice of spiritual disciplines in the life of the family. The spiritual disciplines measured
were the United Methodist commitments ofpraying, coming together in worship, giving
as an act ofworship, and serving others.
The study makes a strong case for family participation in short-term mission
experience as being a precipitating factor for spiritual growth and faith development in
the Hfe of the family.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Background
For the past four years, I have been blessed to have the opportunity to lead short-
term mission teams to Corozal, Belize. These mission teams were comprised of members
from three different United Methodist congregations. All of the teams worked with one
particular sister congregation in Corozal for the duration of each ten-day short-term
mission experience. The teams consisted of congregation members who responded to a
church-wide invitation to learn about this short-term mission opportunity. At the initial
information meetings, congregation members were informed of the spiritual and physical
preparations that needed to be made by all short-tenn mission team participants. Those
attending the information meetings were asked prayerfully to consider being a part of the
mission team. With each trip fifteen to twenty-five people made the commitment to do
the work necessary to participate in this hands-on mission experience.
One of the things most notable in the composition of the mission teams was the
high number of families participating in the short-term mission experiences. At the
conclusion of our times in Belize, many of the participants affirmed their decisions to
commit the time, resources, and spiritual and physical energies necessary to participate in
the short-term mission experience. While their affirmations were encouraging, I
discovered an even more compelling observation.
The compelling observation was brought into focus by observing those for whom
the short-term mission experience marked the beginning of a radical shift in their life's
direction. Without excepfion, I observed the greatest spiritual impact when famihes
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participated together in the short-term mission experience. Some of the life-changing
decisions that resulted from families' participation included an answered call to full-time
\ ocational ministry by a Houston pohce officer. Another family sold a successful auto
dealership so the father could serve the community as an alternative education teacher in
the local school district. In another instance, a mother and father who did not understand
their son's desire to become a missionary made a radical shift from being their son's
chief critics to becoming his leading advocates as he answered God's call on his life to
serve on the foreign mission field. Finally, I mention a rancher and businessman who was
admittedly uncomfortable working with children. While the construction aspect of our
trip caused him no concem, the Bible school aspect took him totally beyond his comforts.
After participating in one of the short-term mission experiences, he volunteered to serve
as a teacher and mentor in our fifth and sixth grade confirmation class.
Andrew Atkins champions a thought that is gaining acceptance in mission circles,
namely that the goal of short-term mission work is ultimately twofold, in terms of
advancing the kingdom ofGod. The first and more obvious goal is to bring aid, relief,
comfort, or spiritual awareness to others who find themselves in need. A second, and
perhaps often underemphasized goal, is to encourage spiritual growth in the life of the
short-term missionary. Leaders and teachers within the discipline ofmissiology routinely
suggest "that the primary target of short term mission teams is the workers themselves"
(387).
Within the context of the four short-term mission trips that began this discussion,
participants realized positive gains in both goals. The recognition that greatest spiritual
gains may result from families participating together in the short-term mission experience
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different missionaries around the world. On an annual basis, the church gives as much as
40 percent above and beyond their annual operating budget to support the efforts of
missionaries offering Christ to the world. Nevertheless, this church has only recently
begun sending out mission teams with any regularity. Prior to the 2003 trip to Corozal,
the last time a mission team went out from First United Methodist Church San Augustine
was almost thirty years ago. Harold Spann, the former pastor who started the annual
missionary conference in San Augustine urged the congregation to realize that mission
work involved so much more than checks and postage stamps. In order for them to be
developing their faith and growing in their understanding of the calling God had placed
on them as a congregation, Spann urged the church to be "sending your sons and
daughters to do God's work on the mission field."
The second mission trip was with Lake Houston United Methodist Church. This
congregation is a larger rural congregation making the shift to a suburban life, as they
find themselves engulfed by the northem suburbs ofHouston. This church has an average
Sunday morning worshipping congregation of 225 people. They have a relatively brief
history supporting missions. Their two main mission emphases prior to sending a team to
Corozal were the work of the church's United Methodist Women (UMW) and a youth
work camp known as U. M. Army. The UMW is "a community ofwomen whose purpose
is to know God . . . and to expand concepts of mission tlirough participation in the global
ministries of the church" ("United Methodist Women"). Through U. M. Army, high
school students and adults spend a week doing basic home repairs and maintenance for
people with financial or physical limitafions that do not permit them to tend to such
matters.
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has raised questions about the crucible-like qualities of this type of experience for
developing and nurturing faith within the family system. The people represented in these
brief anecdotes, and many others like them as well, are growing as disciples of Jesus
Christ. They are helping to lead others in that direction as well. Their participation as a
family in the short-term mission experience seems to be at least partially responsible for
the blessings that the kingdom of God is realizing through them. This project
acknowledges the role that family support plays in faith development and encourages
short-term mission leaders to determine whether or not intentional planning for family
participation might provide added spirimal benefit for the participants of short-tenn
mission experiences.
Context of the Study
The initial anecdotal information for the study comes from four mission trips taken
with three United Methodist churches located in the Texas annual conference. The first
trip in 2003 was with First United Methodist Church of San Augustine. The second trip in
2004 was with Lake Houston United Methodist Church of Huffman. The third and fourth
trips were in the spring and summer of 2006 with First United Methodist Church of
Madisonville.
The churches are located in very diverse environments with equally diverse mission
histories. First United Methodist Church San Augustine is a rural, county seat church
with a worshiping congregation of approximately eighty-five people. This small historic
church was established in 1837 and has recently celebrated forty-five years of devoted
service to the cause ofworld missions through their annual missionary conference. Over
those forty-five years, the church has maintained ongoing relafionships with forty to fifty
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First United Methodist Church Madisonville is also a rural county seat church
located in a large agricultural area. It is a traditional United Methodist church that has an
average Sunday morning worshipping congregation of 240 people. First UMC
Madisonville has a nominally functioning missions committee that supports a handful of
different relief agencies. They \ aguely remember when they last sent out a mission team
on a short-term mission experience. As well as anyone can recall, prior to the Corozal
mission trips of 2006, First UMC Madisonville has not sent forth mission teams in more
than twenty years.
As varied as the churches and the church settings seem to be, at least one common
thread ran through all of these churches: the first of the two previously stated goals for
short-term mission experiences, namely a desire to make a positive impact for the
kingdom of God. In all three churches, I discovered people were eager to be a part of the
short-term mission teams. I simply had to tell the story and ask people whether they
wished to volunteer, and volunteer they did, often in unexpected numbers.
In fact in Madisonville, the church with the least active mission outreach, I had so
many volunteers that I had to divide the volunteers into two teams and take two trips in
order to accommodate everyone desiring to participate. In all three churches, I
encouraged families to participate, and each church had at least one family who
experienced the second of the two previously stated goals�marked spiritual grov^lh and
development stemming from the family serving together on the short-term mission
experience.
The second and less noticed result of the short-term mission experience is the focus
of this study; the significant spiritual growth and life changes that may result when short-
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term mission experiences are structured so that families can more easily participate
together. Very often the short-term mission experience is something that is segregated by
age. Youth mission trips and senior adult mission trips are commonplace. Frequently,
costs and time constraints make full family participation an impossibility on short-term
mission experiences. The family mission trip is not the normative short-term mission
experience.
While the premise of this study was inferred from these four different mission trips
with First UMC San Augustine, Lake Houston UMC, and First UMC Madisonville, for
the purpose of this study, the focus needs to shift to a larger picture. In order to gather a
sufTiciently large sample to draw meaningful conclusions, within the time constraints of
the dissertation process, I examined families who participated together in short-term
mission experiences through U. M. Army and Partners-in-Mission.
U. M. Army is an acronym for United Methodist Action Reach-Out Mission by
Youth. It is a program that began in 1979 when thirty-six youth and adults from three
Houston churches came together for the first work camp in Athens, Texas. For the last
twenty-eight years, the program has experienced phenomenal growth. This year U. M.
Army will give more than four thousand participants the opportunity to make a difference
in the lives of approximately fifteen hundred families through acts of service and the
sharing of their faith. Part ofU. M. Army 's great success stems from the fact that
individuals find themselves participating in this ministry outreach several years in a row.
In many cases, what begins as one young person going on a youth mission trip with the
church youth group evolves into a family passion as younger siblings begin to participate
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and parents are recruited to help as camp staff and small group leaders ("About U. M.
Army History").
Small group work teams of five to eight persons are typically charged with such
tasks as painting houses, building wheel chair ramps, and making general repairs to
clients' homes. These acts of ser\ ice are the vehicle that affords them the privilege of
entering into conversations of faith with their clients regardless of race, religion, or
gender. One of the stated core principles ofU. M. Army is that "God changes hves
through the U. M Army experience" ("Our Mission and Vision").
Partners-in-Mission (PIM) of the Texas Annual Conference is the second major
mission outreach this study includes because elements of their work provide
opportunities for families to participate jointly in hands-on mission and service. PIM
recognizes that the gospel message calls all believers to bless others through acts of
ser\ ice wherever need arises. The goal ofPIM is to share the love ofChrist tlirough
hands-on mission work both at home and around the world, meeting the needs of fellow
human beings. PIM sends mission teams to help with disaster relief in the wake ofmajor
storms such as hurricanes Katrina and Rita. At the request of local, national, and
international Methodist churches, PIM also sends teams to foreign countries to partner in
building churches, spreading the gospel and meeting the physical and spiritual needs of
people as they arise ("About Us"; "International Projects 2007" 1).
Statement of the Problem
The problem with most short-term mission experiences is that the twofold nature
of the work being done is not fiiUy understood. Recruitment of people to go and be a part
ofbuilding something, creating something, or fixing some problem proves to be the
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simplest part of the equation. Energy, effort, and focus are directed to the central project,
be it the constmction of a church in a foreign country or the repair of homes locally after
a devastating namral disaster. This part of the equation satisfies one's need to be a part of
improving the world around himself or herself in a very obvious way. However, in the
rush to do good, an equally important part of the equation is often neglected. The
neglected part of the equation is that change occurs in the life of the participant or short-
term missionary.
Many leaders in the area ofmissiology would suggest that missions and national
churches are acmally in the business ofministering to mission teams and even to the
North American church through their efforts. Studies have shown that individuals' giving
and prayer for missions increases after having participated on a short-term mission
experience (Atkins 386; Barnes 379). Transformation is taking place; thus, both the
individual and the sending church are receiving benefit. In many ways both the short-
term missionary and the sending churches are being served by the mission or national
church.
The common practice in most short-term mission projects is to segregate the
participants by age, almost eliminating the possibility of families participating together in
most short-term mission experiences, yet, if change in the life of the short-term
missionary is not only a goal worth pursuing but actually one of the primary goals of this
type of endeavor, then programming and planning should acknowledge this goal and
work toward this end. All too often, leaders of short-term mission experiences miss a
golden opportunity to nurture the faith of those under their leadership, simply due to a
partial understanding of the task at hand. As a whole, the church has followed what
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seems to be a very conventional cultural trend to compartmentalize people by age. A
quick glance at most any church's physical plant and programming bulletin shows that
ministry is most often divided into key age groups; small children, elementary aged
children, youth, young adults, middle-aged adults, and senior adults. Those planning
mission trips generally follow the same strategy. Mission leaders have a tendency to
compartmentalize with the same efficiency of Sunday-school planning committees or
even elementary school administrators who are making class assignments for the coming
year. The Partners-in-Mission "International Project Guide" comes complete with the
following statement: "Projects are available for ... youth (y) 10-13 years, young adults
(ya) 14-18 years, adults (a) 18 years and up, families (f). Each project is specific to one or
more of the age categories" ("International Projects 2007" 2). Dan Kimball, in his book
Emerging Worship, suggests that Christendom has lost the understanding of
intergenerational relationships in the church by dividing everyone into programmatic
segments (124).
While some mission settings may not be appropriate for certain people because of
their age or physical abilities, leaders of short-term mission experiences generally assume
that the people most needed are those with the best skill set for accomplishing the
mission task whether it is construcfion, education, or evangelism. Short-term mission
leaders tend to be very intentional about recruiting the construction foreperson, the
teacher, and evangelist while forgetting simply to recruit willing participants and put
them in an enviromnent where their faithful acts of obedience can be nurtured and grown
into great faith for the kingdom of God.
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One of the premises for this study is that generational compartmentalization in the
church and in short-term mission experiences is far from God's intended plan for
discipling families. Donald M. Joy states, "The roots and content of faith are powerfully
shaped by what happens in the family. Views ofGod, of love, of justice, of sin, of
forgiveness, and of goodness or righteousness are powerfriUy shaped by the experiences
in the family" (Parents 176). In essence, generational compartmentalization removes
from the faith development process of the short-term mission experience, the authority
that God has given to project the image ofGod in the family.
Instead ofpulling families in multiple directions for different age-specific
projects, the planning of family-structured short-term mission experiences can actually
help with the crunch of time that plagues families in contemporary society. Short-term
mission experiences that are developed with the family in mind allow parents, children,
and siblings to spend quality time together that blesses them and the world beyond their
individual family.
Statement of Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this smdy was to determine the extent to which the short-term
mission experience encourages spiritual growth in the family, as measured by the practice
of the spiritual disciplines ofprayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the
needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service after
the family participates together in a short-term mission experience. The motivation for
engaging in this study was to improve the understanding of the family's faith
development dynamics at work on the short-term mission experience. The desired goal is
to allow the results of this study to inform the structuring of short-tenn mission
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experiences within the local church setting as well as the larger United Methodist Church
so that families may receive the greatest possible spiritual benefit. The following research
questions guided the smdy.
Question #1
How were the spirimal disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community,
giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and
service lived out in the family prior to the family participating in the short-term mission
experience?
Question #2
What changes occurred in the family's practice of the spiritual disciplines of
prayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others as a habit of
faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service as a result of participating in the
short-term mission experience?
Question #3
What elements of the short-term mission experience precipitated the change in the
family's practice of faith?
Methodology
This research was an evaluative study, utilizing a cross-sectional design that
required the family-selected respondent to participate in a semi-structured interview. The
study employed a researcher-constructed set of questions that allowed the respondents to
tell the story of the family's life of faith before and after participating in the short-term
mission experience. Every effort was made to ensure that the sample was both adequate
in size and yet as homogenous as possible. As such, the responses of the sample would
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provide a composite understanding of the spiritual benefits gained when families
participated together in the short-term mission experience:
The first step is the idenfification of the problem, a typical beginning for
any research study. The second and third steps are collection and
evaluation of source materials and synthesis of information,
respecfively... . The final step is analysis and interpretation with the
formulation of conclusions. (Wiersma 222)
The semi-structured interview format was the means for data collection that informed the
conclusions of the study.
Population Sample
The population sample consisted of twenty families who had recently returned
from short-term mission experiences with U. M. Army and PIM. I selected families by
contacting U. M. Army camp directors and PIM team leaders and asking whether they
had worked with any families who fit the criteria of this study. I intentionally did not
reveal to the team leaders and camp directors my presuppositions with the study, so they
could not influence the sample by directing me to or steering me away from particular
families.
Instrumentation
The instrument for this study was a researcher-designed, semi-stmcmred
interview. The instrument assisted in understanding the families' practices of the spirimal
disciplines ofprayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others
as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service following their
participation in the short-term mission experience. Follow-up quesfions were also asked
in order to understand any resulting change in the family's practice of these same
spiritual disciplines after participating in the short-term mission experience. The
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interview instalment was the same for all families. (See Appendix I).
Data Collection
The \ oluntary participation of families who took part in the short-term mission
experience provided information for the study. I made an initial contact with the families
via e-mail in order to ascertain their willingness to participate in the study. I then made
telephone contact with the families who agreed to join the study. Families self-selected
one spokesperson and also scheduled a convenient time for an interview between the
family-appointed interview spokesperson and myself I recorded the semi-structured
interview with each family spokesperson so that the data could be coded.
Definition of Terms
The definitions for the primary terms that affect the direct outcome of this smdy
are as follows.
Short-Term Mission Experience
The church has experienced an increasing surge of people participating in short-
term mission experiences giving the appearance that short-term missions are open to
anyone who loves Jesus. With that wide array of short-term mission experiences comes a
wide range of definidons for what actually consfitutes a short-term mission experience. In
fact the term can be so inclusive as to be almost meaningless, encompassing experiences
lasting from three days to three years in duration. This study focused on two key
components of the short-term mission experience. First, it involved leaving one's
hometown to serve people of a different community and cultural setting. Secondly, it
involved spending a period of one to two weeks in the service of others. With this
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stipulation it is more than a long weekend and generally involved the sacrifice of
significant vacation time on the part ofmost families.
Family
The definition of family can range as widely as the definitions for short-term
mission experience. Merriam-Wehster 's Collegiate Dictionary has no fewer than eight
definitions for "Family," most ofwhich deal in some way or another with the relationship
of individuals to one another. The view of family systems theory is that family is
understood as an emotional unit with complex interactions between the members of the
unit. Members of the family unit frequently and profoundly affect each other's thoughts,
feelings, and actions through the resulting emotional interdependence ("Bowen Theory").
The interconnectedness of the family is more clearly understood by visualizing a child's
crib mobile. "When you move any one piece of a mobile, all other pieces move too! They
do not exist in isolation from one another, and 'movement' in any one part of the
'system' will affect all the rest of the parts of the system" ("Culmral Systematic
Approaches" 3).
Webster's primary definition of family is "a group of individuals living under one
roof and usually under one head." This definition of family has the same complex
emotional interconnectedness that is the basis for family systems theory. This study
assumes family to mean parents and the children they are rearing, ideally, mother, father
and their resident children. For the purpose of this study, single parent families are not
excluded because the head of the household is included. In the event of a typical nuclear
family where one parent does not participate in the short-term mission experience, this
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family would not be chosen for the smdy because the divided focus of family leadership
would most likely bias the outcome.
As far as the children are concerned, the sample is limited to families where at
least a majority of the children living at home have participated in the short-term mission
experience so that the prevailing influence of the children will be those who participated
in the short-term mission experience.
Family Faith Development
Children grow up in the context of families. These families, varied as they may
be, both the middle class nuclear family ofLeave It to Beaver and the wide array of
culmrally accepted configurations of single-parent and extended families have the God-
given task of passing from one generation to the next the traditions of a life of faith. The
charge of the prophet Joel calls families to "Tell your children of it, and let your children
tell their children, and their children another generation" (Joel 1:3 NRSV). Everett
Leadingham understands family faith development at its best as a combined effort
between birth parents and the church family in which "we are to create, nurture, love and
train a new generafion ofChristians" (86). Family faith development has, at its root, an
inherent cyclical nature because of the continual process of generational maturation. This
process leads one from the point of nurture as a young child, to the growing
independence of adolescence, to the launching of young adults as they prepare to accept
responsibility for themselves. Parents who have launched their children are faced with the
quesfions of faith that come from the newly discovered empty nest. Meanwhile, the
budding young adults are soon faced with the coming responsibility of caring for elder
family members. The inner life of a family's faith including motivafion, moral choices
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and the construction of spiritual meaning at all stages of life are fonned tlirough the
actions, symbols and verbal narratives that make up the family relationships (Kelcourse
100).
Spiritual Disciplines
Richard Foster says that spirimal disciplines are "a means of receiving God's
grace. . . . [They] allow us to place ourselves before God so he can transform us"
{Celebration ofDiscipline 7). From a United Methodist standpoint, spirimal disciplines
can be looked at through the lens of the commitments made upon joining the church.
United Methodists commit to be faithful to the Church through the practice of spiritual
disciplines. Those presenting themselves for membership within the United Methodist
church are asked this question to show their intent to live the life of a faithful disciple:
"Will you be loyal to the United Methodist Church, and uphold it by your prayers, your
presence, your gifts, and your service?" {UnitedMethodist Hymnal 48). The commitment
of "prayers, presence, gifts, and . . . service" is more than a necessary component to keep
the machinery of the United Methodist Church running. These commitments when lived
out evidence a fully engaged spiritual life. According to The Book ofDiscipline of the
UnitedMethodist Churchy faithfully living out one's membership commitments among
the believers in a local congregation provides the necessary environment to nurmre and
grow one's faith (Olson par. 217). In Matthew 12:33 Jesus tells his followers that they
will know a tree by its fruit. By examining the fruit of a family's spiritual discipline, the
development of a family's life of faith is better understood.
For the purpose of this study, spiritual disciplines are defined first as prayer, both
corporate and individual, for others and the ministry of the church. Prayer is a necessary
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marker for faith development because it is a measure of communication. Communication
is a vital part of any relationship. If the desire is to have a relationship with God through
Jesus Christ, prayer is the optimal way to develop that relationship. Foster understands
prayer to be an "ongoing and growing love relationship with God the Father, Son, and the
Holy Spirit" {Prayer 13). When individuals pray they discover God's hand shaping their
lives and leading them in new ways to bless the church. Individuals and families who
grow in their prayer lives will also experience a similar development in their lives of
faith.
Secondly, through the commitment of presence, individuals commit to participate
regularly in the faith community. The most obvious participation is in worship where
glory and honor and praise are offered to God and spirimal focus is shifted heavenward.
Worship is a "visible witness of our faith, both in the pew and around the world"
(Interested in joining HPUMC?). Tlie believer's relationship to Christ and life of faith are
strengthened when he or she gathers to worship but also when the community of faith
comes together in many other aspects of church community. As families raise the priority
on participation m the community of faith, they increase the opportunities to bring their
lives into the transforming power ofGod's Holy Spirit.
A third marker of study will be a family's practice of giving to the needs of others
as a habit of faith and an act ofworship. Paul encouraged the church at Philippi because
of their willingness to share with him in his ministry (Phil. 4:14-19). The family who says
to God, "We are going to worship you with our possessions," has made God a priority.
Paul would understand these people to be receiving tremendous spirimal blessings
because of the decision to use their possessions to bless God and his people (Milton).
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Finally, hands-on mission and service are defined as those selfless acts ofmeeting
the needs of another much like the short-term mission experience itself, specifically those
acts that moved beyond the compartmentalized short-term mission experience. This
commitment reflects the desire to follow the example ofChrist who came not to be
served but to serve (Matt. 20:28). Every person has been entmsted with talents and
abilities. Sharing these talents and abilities is a means of demonstrating increased love
and gratimde to God, thus exemplifying a growing life of faith.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The motivation to engage in this research emerged from a realization that
something special was happening when families participated together in the short-term
mission experience. A better understanding is needed of the faitli-forming dynamics at
work when families intentionally make the sacrifice of time, effort, and resources to serve
their fellow human beings through the short-term mission experience. The study was
limited to United Methodist families that participated together in U. M. Army and PIM
mission experiences. I can generalize similar outcomes when families participate together
in other short-term mission experiences requiring similar sacrifice of time, effort, and
resources to serve in other situations.
The participation of the family in the short-term mission experience is the chosen
variable for study in this research. No attempt was made to determine whether other
factors such as the leadership skills of the short-term mission team leader or required
preparation before the short-term mission experience would enhance the faith
development of the family after the short-term mission experience.
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This study has relevance to any leader of a short-term mission experience who
leads a mission team with a solid understanding of the transformational possibilities that
can be realized by the short-term missionaries. This study also has benefit to mission
agencies such as U. M. Army and PIM as they continue to restrucmre and refine their
ministries in order to have the greatest possible impact for the kingdom of God.
Overview of the Dissertation
The intent of this chapter has been to lay the groundwork for a smdy that examines
the extent to which family participation in the short-term mission experience encourages
growth in the family's life of faith. The chapter includes research questions, key
definitions, and the general research design that direct the smdy.
Chapter 2 reviews the literamre that describes the bibhcal and theological
foundations for the smdy. Chapter 3 presents a detailed description of the methodology.
Chapter 4 reports the findings of the research. Finally, Chapter 5 provides a discussion
and interpretation of the research findings. Chapter 5 also suggests further areas of study
that go beyond the scope of this research project.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERiKTURE
Faith development happens best as a natural result of living the Christian life in
community. Incubated teaching environments such as the classroom fail fully to replicate
or even address the many intricacies of daily living that are vital components of the faith
development journey, yet through the family a namral, God-given community ideally
suited to nurmring and developing a life of faith teaches both by being and by
interpreting family experience. In the family "we verbalize our mutual belonging and
bonding. We announce the goals and the spirit that unites us. [And] ... we recognize that
we are responsible for one another" (Graybeal and Roller 25-26). The following literature
review considers works that address family systems, faith development, and short-term
mission work. From this literature, I established a foundation for the smdy, which is to
help determine the role of family participation in the short-term mission experience as it
relates to faith development in the family. I have utilized both biblical and non biblical
sources for this study, understanding that the non biblical sources can help enlighten the
understanding of the Scripture's teaching in the areas of family systems, faith
development, and the short-term mission experience.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the short-term
mission experience encourages spiritual growth in the family, as measured by the practice
of the spiritual disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the
needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service, after
the family participates together in a short-term mission experience. The family, God's
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original community for his people, combined with the faith-foiming aspects of the short-
term mission experience, provides a powerful venue to help people grow in their
understanding of a devoted life of faith. This study focused on families who participated
together in the short-term mission experience because the self-denial that is a part of
missional serv ice, combined with the shared family community, seems to provide a
conducive environment to evidence great growth in the family's life of faith.
The Family Community in the Old Testament Biblical Narratives
A faithful Christian life is multi faceted: Service to others, worship of God, and
study of the Holy Scriptures, are but a few aspects of the faithfiil Christian life. However,
the ultimate goal of this life is not simply to excel in any one of these aspects but to live a
life more closely modeled after the example of the Lord Jesus Christ. The Apostle Paul
says, in Philippians 3:8, "I regard everything as loss because of the surpassing value of
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord" (NRSV). All aspects of the Christian life are subordinate
to this ultimate goal of faithful devotion because this goal holds the power to bless, grow,
and bring transformation. To make anything other than faithfiil devotion to Christ the top
priority of one's life of faith is to trade something of infinite value for a worthless
currency. Those who answer the call to missional service in the God-given community of
the family have the potential to bless the kingdom of God greatly as they experience and
share the transforming power of the gospel.
A survey of the biblical narratives shows, time after time, God bringing salvation
to his people through faithful families who have answered the call to missional service.
This record leaves little doubt that God has chosen the family as a means to convey, in a
very special way, God's love for his children. Furthermore, the family becomes an
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instrument tlirough which God's love is propagated throughout the world. At times, one
might postulate that the work of the Church is to act on behalf of God in the lives of his
people, yet "before God created the Church, he created the family" (Lane). God has been
in the business of using the family to bring about his purposes on earth much longer than
the Church has been in existence.
At the outset of the biblical record, in the creation narrative, the first two images
of community introduced are of the family. The first representation is that of the divine
Trinitarian family when God says, "Let us make humankind in our image, according to
our likeness" (Gen. 1:26 NRSV). William D. Reyburn and Euan McG. Fry would suggest
that the use of the plural form Elohim anticipates "the Christian idea of the Trinity . . .
held by some of the early church Fathers" (50). In "Wesley's Explanatory Notes" on the
Bible, he understands this passage to mean that the creative process marking the birth of
humanity began with a called council of the Trinitarian family. In this heavenly family
meeting the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit consult and concur in the creafion of humankind
(chap. 1 verse 26-28). Donald M. and Robbie B. Joy suggest that "community ... is the
utmost priority for God whose activities we trace to the work of the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit" (33).
Other commentators are less inclined to read this passage as a direct reference to
the role of the Trinitarian family in the greatest act of creafion (Arnold 28: Marks 57).
Some commentators suggest that the plurality ofGod's address may be understood as a
rhetorical device where "the plurals are the 'plural ofmajesty,' most commonly used by
kings,. . . or the pronouns may be an example of the 'plural of deliberation,' in which an
individual speaks to himself or herselfwith determination to take action" (Arnold 28).
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Bill T. Arnold also suggests that the plurals could refer to the Spirit mentioned in Genesis
1 :2, thus bringing the Spirit in as a partner in the mission of creation. Even the scholar
that believes Wesley's understanding imposes too much upon the text must recognize that
the creation mission ofGod described in Genesis 1 ;26 is at least an act of divine dialogue
rather than a heavenly monologue. In other words, the creating of humanity by God
happened as a "clear, intentional, and unanimous divine decision, whatever 'unanimous'
means in this case" (Roop 31).
The second account of creation in Genesis 2 portrays another image of the family
community: humankind before and after the creation of the human family. God
comments that man being alone prior to the creation ofwoman is not good; thus, God
sets out to create for him a helper and partner. When God brings woman to the man, one
can sense the jubilation in his voice when he said, "This is at last bone ofmy bones and
flesh ofmy flesh" (Gen. 2:23). While classical English has no phrase that comes near to
being an equivalent to the Hebrew idiom, slang expressions such as "to hit the nail on the
head" begin to convey a sense ofAdam's jubilant response (Eiselen 222). The family has
been created, and humankind begins the journey of serving God and all of creation in this
unique community. From this initial family, all others proceed as God blesses them and
sends them forth to populate the earth.
The family system that God has created between husband and wife "is the closest
relationship that human beings can experience, closer even than that between a father and
mother and their children" (Gibson 1 19). The narrator of the creation story spells out the
effect of this close relationship when men "leave their parents but not their wives, why
they make new homes for themselves with their wives" (Eiselen 222). Eve completes
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Adam and together they discover the flillness of life. In fact Arnold would suggest that
the garden where they live, where he has made their home, "is not really the Garden of
Eden until he leanis to love" (36). This love that completes the Garden of Eden is only
possible in community, a community that is altogether unknown before the advent of the
first family. This picture of Adam and Eve shows what is possible through the
relationships with God and each other as the family loves and serves the world around
them.
In Genesis 6, the flood narrative, the unrighteousness of humankind has grieved
God's heart to the point that he decides to remove from the earth all living creatures.
God's decision excludes Noah and his family and a representative pair of every living
creamre on the earth and of the air. Because God found Noah to be a righteous man, he
and his family are spared and God calls them to missional service. The missional
challenge set before Noah and his family was to construct an ark and then to bring onto
the ark representatives of all God's creamres that moved upon the ground and flew in the
air, so that the destruction brought upon the wicked would not completely destroy
creation. God brings salvation to the earth and to all the creatures of the earth through the
faithful response of Noah and his family. Tlirough this faithful response ofNoah and his
family, the first covenant is seen between God and humankind, a covenant that still holds
today that "never again shall there be a flood to destroy the earth" (Gen. 9:11).
The missional challenge offered by God is yet again family inclusive. Following
the great flood, humanity begins anew. "Just as the first human pair were ordered to
increase and fill the earth, so the survivors of the flood [Noah and his family] are
instructed to repopulate if (Eiselen 226). Matthew Henry notes that the covenant
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between God and Noah conveys the blessings of that covenant for Noah and his seed;
The promise is to Noah and his children (Gen 9:8). Early on in the record of God's
people, this pattern begins to emerge. God blesses the family as they choose to answer
the missional call put before them.
The narrativ e ofAbram and Sarai reveals that the Judeo-Christian tradition is
forever blessed by another family answering the missional call ofGod upon their lives.
Abram and Sarai respond to God's call to "go from your country and your kindred and
your father's house to the land that I will show you . . . [for] in you all the families of the
earth shall be blessed" (Gen. 12:1, 4). In Abram the people ofGod find an origin for the
family of faith. He became the patriarch through whom the blessings of God began to
flow to his children.
Abram s faithfulness was not a new thing but was part of a great tradition of
faithfulness stemming from the line of Seth, Noah, and Shem. Abram's family tradifion
prepares him to stand with his family before God and answer the missional call that God
offers his way (Amold 71). His obedient response to this call allows him to receive a
great blessing, a blessing that "is not exhausted on Abram and his family. Instead, this
family will be the occasion ofblessing for all peoples of the earth" (Roop 98). The
picture ofAbram and Sarai helps to underscore the ways that God inifiates a new fumre
for the family and generations yet to come because of faithful obedience to the missional
call.
One of the prominent pictures of an individual family answering the missional
call of God is found in Exodus chapter 4, when Moses takes his wife Zipporah and sons
back to Egypt to deliver the Israelites fi-om the oppressive hand ofPharaoh. Not only
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does the family answer the missional call in this narrative, but one might even conclude
that Moses' family is growing in their understanding of a life of faith in the midst of the
missional experience.
Zipporah accepts for her son the Jewish rite of circumcision and with a flint
circumcises her son's foreskin and puts it at Moses' feet (Exod. 4:18-26). Zipporah's act
fiilfilled God's law of circumcision and put them in the position to receive God's blessing
and not God's wrath. Through Moses' willingness to go back to Egypt and speak to
Pharaoh on behalf ofGod, the Israelites were able to leave the bondage they had
experienced in Egypt and then begin the journey to the Promised Land.
The call placed on the Israelites to be a separate and distinct people who live by
the Law has implications for families and the ways they live together. When Moses
received the Law for the people on Mt. Sinai, this Law included rales governing family
relationships. The fifth commandment essentially helps to maintain order in the family
with its decree to "honor your father and mother, so that your days may be long in the
land that the Lord your God is giving you" (Exod. 20: 12). This commandment, helping to
order family relationships, is actually the first of the commandments directed toward the
interpersonal relafionships of humankind. It is also the only commandment that comes
with the promise, "that your days may be long in the land that the Lord your God is
giving you," ftirther suggesting the blessings in store for a family focused on kingdom
goals (Exod. 20:12).
Not only does the Law reveal rules governing family relationships but it also
serves to emphasize the Scripture's "understanding of family as the keystone of the fabric
of society" (Ellison 112). Apparently the family receives such a posifion of honor
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because through the family the image ofGod is divinely revealed. According to B. Davie
Napier, mother and father are to be honored because the holiness of life can best be
affirmed "by honoring and respecting tliose two persons tlirough whose combined life the
divine image and animating breath are given" (83). The equal respect offered to both
fadier and mother by the Decalogue is extremely significant. This observation is flirther
heightened as the Israelite culture was such a male-dominated culmre (Osbom and Hatton
478). When families answer the call to mission together, God's plan is fiilfilled and
families are blessed as his kingdom is served through the missional action of the family.
Joshua, who succeeded Moses and led God's people into the Promised Land,
offered, in his final recorded discourse with the people ofGod, an emphatic challenge:
"Choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve, . . . but as for me and my
household, we will serve the Lord" (Josh. 24:15). Joshua spoke on behalf of his enfire
family. Joshua recognized the faithful care ofGod, and, as such, he and his family, who
have been cared for by God, chose to serve God as a family. Joshua led the Israelites to
conquer many peoples and claimed their land for God. Amazingly, they enjoyed the fiiiits
of labors they did not perform; thus, Joshua encouraged the people of God to renew their
covenant with the Lord. Joshua instructs the Israelites that a choice has to be made: either
worship the pagan gods of their ancestors or the true God who brought the Israelites this
good fortune. Ulfimately Joshua says families will make this decision. Joshua makes the
decision for himself and his family to serve the Lord.
The most notable aspect of Joshua's address to the Israelite's is the example that
he sets for the people to follow. Joshua states that not only he, but also all under his
leadership would accept the mission of serving the Lord. In "Wesley's Explanatory
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Notes," he makes the point that as far as possible one needs to influence children and
servants to be faithful to the mission of serving the Lord. Wesley goes on to say that
those who will serve the Lord must not do it alone but rather follow the example Joshua
gives to Israel of bringing all the family into this great endeavor of blessing the Lord
(Josh. 24: 1 5). In his sermon "On Family Rehgion" based on this passage, Wesley makes
the case that "e\ ery person who is imder our roof should be taught everything that is
necessary for salvation. This knowledge includes not only private, but also public means
of instruction that should be taught from the point where they are first beginning to
perceive the tmth ofGod's love shining upon them (sec. 3 pars. 5-6).
Jesus in the Family Community
The New Testament makes an equally compelling case for the family as a
significant part of God's major acts in salvation history. The Incamation narrative clearly
evidences God working tlirough the human family. God chooses a young family to serve
as the primary vehicle through which the Messiah would come to live among God's
people. Joseph is asked to accept the calling of raising a son who is not his own for the
sake of saving God's people. Joseph's calling was far greater than merely accepting the
responsibilities of a surrogate father. By accepting the role of Jesus' earthly father,
Joseph had to escape to Egypt to flee from a murderous tyrannical ruler. Upon Herod's
death Joseph returned to Israel but is warned to take up residence in a different region in
order to protect his family (Matt. 1 : 1 8-2:23).
The instructions first offered to Joseph by the angel include a charge to name the
child to be bom. When Joseph gives the name Jesus, he effectively adopts Jesus and
gives him a rightful place in the Davidic line. This action that is often overlooked by the
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casual observ er ofMatthew's Gospel is not to be taken lightly. Generally throughout the
biblical record and specifically in Matthew, great significance is afforded to declarations
associated with naming. So in the divine mission of redeeming God's creation the Gospel
narrative reveals yet again the essential role of the family for realizing God's purposes
(Keck 8: 135).
In John's Gospel, even the crucifixion narrative shows a very poignant picture
where missional call and family are intricately intertwined. From the cross, Jesus
accomplished the mighty acts of salvation that were the ultimate missional call of his life.
From the vantage point of the cross, Christ offers the gift of family to his mother Mary
and the disciple whom he loved. Hanging from the cross he said to his mother, '"Woman
here is your son.' Then he said to the disciple, 'Here is your mother'" (John 19:26-27). At
the point of Jesus' death and at the completion of his ultimate goal, paying the price for
human sin, Jesus makes family provisions for those he is leaving behind. Jesus helps
underscore the importance of family to the divine plan of salvation when even death on a
cross does not get in the way of the care Jesus offers to his earthly family (Barclay 257;
Greene 289).
When Jesus entrusts his mother to the beloved disciple and the beloved disciple to
his mother, a link is established between Jesus' past ministry that was grounded in a
family represented by his mother Mary and the fiimre movement of that ministry
represented by the beloved disciple. The reality of the new family of God coincides with
Jesus' hour, suggesting that Jesus' death and resurrection make this new family possible
(Keck 9: 832).
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The biblical record shows one example after another of families answering the
call to missional serv ice ofGod and his people. This basic building block of society
provides for nurture, care, protection, and encouragement. As families, the people ofGod
carry on an age-old tradition of embarking on mission together.
Family Systems Theory
The family systems theory, introduced by Dr. Murray Bowen, suggests that
individuals cannot be understood in isolation from one another but as a part of their
family because the family is an emotional unit. This understanding has helped radically to
transform treatments for many people with unresolved emotional problems. Families are
systems of interconnected and interdependent individuals, none ofwhom can be
understood in isolation from the system ("Bowen Theory").
Edwin H. Friedman works with the analogy of sickness and disease in the human
body. The human body is a myriad of interconnected and interrelated organs and tissues
that can never function properly independent of one another. Doctors who treat illness by
focusing their attention only on the symptoms of a patient's illness may never actually
treat the source of the malady; therefore, the best they can ever hope to offer their
patients is short-term relief
According to Friedman, this systems theory applied to the organism of the human
family has profound effects for treating the emotional health of the family;
Trying to "cure" a person in isolation from his or her family, says family
theory, is as misdirected, and ultimately ineffective, as transplanting a
healthy organ into a body whose imbalanced chemistry will destroy the
new one as it did the old. (20)
The intent of family systems theory is to bring healing to the entire family by discovering
and treating the root pathology that may or may not be present in the symptom bearer.
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The person in the family who manifests the symptoms of disease or ill health may
actually be presenting these symptoms because of some emotional illness in another
family member. Any emotional health achieved by treating the symptom bearer without
treating die root pathology in the family will likely be short-lived and ineffective at best.
From this understanding of the interrelatedness of family members, similar
conclusions can be drawn regarding the effect of the family system on individual and
family faith development. A person who has made significant strides of faith through
participation in a short-term mission experience, and then returns to a spiritually
unchanged family system, may well be analogous to transplanting a healthy organ into a
diseased body. The potentially life-changing benefits that result from participating in the
short-term mission experience are likely to be short-lived without a surrounding family
community to encourage, bless, and support the new spirimal outlook that the short-term
missionary has realized.
The Apostle Paul offered a waming to the Corinthian church, which was
grounded in a similar concern of like-mindedness in family faith. Paul said, "Do not be
mismatched with unbelievers. For what partnership is there between righteousness and
lawlessness?" (2 Cor. 6:14). In the King James translation of this verse, the words are,
"Do not be unequally yoked." With this admonition Paul offers a picture of two animals
harnessed together in a way that does not allow them to shoulder the burden equally. In
this case, the yoke becomes a heavy burden for one while choking the other animal,
which has the shorter stride. The two animals are not able to pull together smoothly or
painlessly while getting the work done. In a similar manner, a family that does not share a
common experience of faith development because they have not participated together in
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the short-temi mission experience may discover themselves in a place that is spiritually
uncomfortable and coimterproductive to the goal of developing a life of faith in the
family community.
This family systems theory may give an even better picture ofwhat is at work in
the short-term mission experience when the focus is shifted from the negative impact to
the positive impact. The previously mentioned negative effects of one family member not
enjoying the benefits of the common event and a shared language that results when the
entire family participates together, serves to help shift focus to the potential that arises
from a common interrelated family experience through the short-tenn mission
experience. Because of the shared experience, all family members have the abihty to
bless and encourage one another as they journey together down this pathway to faith
development. James W Fowler in his article "Gifting the Imagination; Awakening and
Informing the Children's Faith" suggests that the sharing of faith offers a reciprocal
benefit that is enjoyed by both parents and child as parents attempt to help expand their
child's faith (199).
In his book, John H. Westerhoff, III speaks of two differing schools of thought
regarding Christian education: socialization and enculturation. Socialization literature has
a tendency to emphasize how external forces such as the environment, experiences, and
the actions of others influence individuals. Enculturation, the second understanding of
which Westerhoff speaks, is seemingly more in keeping with the understanding ofDr.
Bowen's family systems theory. Westerhoff makes the following statement regarding the
understanding of enculturation in Christian education:
In enculmration one person is not understood as the actor and another the
acted upon, but rather both initiate action, and both react. It is the nature,
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character and quality of these interactive experiences among people of all
ages within a community of faith that best describes the means of
Christian education. (80)
The leaming and faith development that happens in the family system through the short-
term mission experience exemplifies the interrelatedness of the family systems
understanding. Many different variables affect the faith development of the members in
the family system; thus, individuals may discover themselves oscillating back and forth
between the roles of learner and teacher. The experiences of interaction and living in the
community' of faith together become an important measure for the growth of one's faith.
Faith Development
In Luke's Gospel Jesus asks the question, "When the Son ofMan comes will he
find faith on earth?" (Luke 18:8, NRSV). The fact that Christ is looking for faith upon his
retum to earth shows that faith should be at the very core of Christian living. Jesus does
not say that upon his remrn he is looking for right belief Human beings are not saved by
knowledge, beliefs, or worship; rather, salvation comes from the mighty acts ofGod in
Jesus Christ. To live in the understanding of that great truth is to have faith. As
individuals grow in faith, the ways they exemplify and experience their faith begins to
change. This "process of growing and changing physically, cognifively, and emotionally
in the understanding of our faith" is faith development (Ziettlow).
Thus faith development is yet another primary source of literafiire and
understanding that supports and undergirds the research of this project. Families that
participate in the short-term mission experience often discover changes in their cognitive,
emofional, and even physical understandings of faith. The theory behind faith
development is that persons will journey through several different stages of faith through
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the course of a lifetime. Fowler, a developmental psychologist and one of the premier
scholars in the area of faith development, conducted more than five thousand personal
interviews and subsequently defined six different stages of faith development,^ which are
detailed in his work Stages ofFaith.
The stage advancement begins early in one's life with the movement from a pre-
stage or stage 0 to stage 1, the intuitive or projective faith. Over the course of a person's
lifefime he or she may attain stage 6, the universalizing faith, where one's perspective is
liberated fi^om a worldly focus toward a oneness with God. Realization of stage 6,
however, is rare enough to be called the exception rather than the mle. A person may
become embedded in any one of the stages of faith development and not move beyond
that level. The progression of faith that defines each stage of Fowler's faith development
has characteristics unique to that stage of faith built upon the understandings ofprevious
stage development. The successive stages of faith are neither achievement nor
progressive steps to salvafion, but they are simply degrees of faith development.
Faith development theory helps to provide a solid understanding of the process
and parameters at work in the lives of the short-term missionaries as they experience the
life-transforming events of sacrificial service to others. Mission team leaders equipped
with the general understanding of the faith development process are in a better position to
encourage and bless the faith development of the families that participate in the short-
term mission experience. The stage theory is an excellent guide to check the appropriate
levels of teaching and curriculum for persons based on their structural stage.
' Fowler's six stages of faith development are Stage 1, Intuitive-Projective Faith; Stage 2, Mytliic-
Literal Faith; Stage 3, Synthetic-Conventional Faith; Stage 4, Individuative-Reflective Faith; Stage 5,
Conjunctive Faith; and. Stage 6, Universalizing Faith.
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An important observation from Fowler's faith development theory suggests faith
development is a helpful tool and not the end goal. In an article entitled "Faith
Development at 30: Naming the Challenges of Faith in a New Millennium" that affords
Fowler the opportunity to take a retrospective look at faith development, Fowler states,
"It should never be die primary goal of religious education simply to precipitate and
encourage stage adv ancement" (417). A careftil understanding of the elements of the
different stages and the process of stage advancement helps to shape both times of
instruction and opportunities for discipleship on the short-term mission experience so that
they are developmentally appropriate and advantageous to the short-term mission
participants. Fowler states that "movement in stage development, properly understood, is
a byproduct of teaching the substance and practices of faith" (417). The literature
suggests that the experiential aspects of short-term mission work provide ample
opportunity to nurture one's faith, resulting in a progression tlirough higher stages of faith
development.
Teaching the substance and practices of faith varies in accordance with a person's
stage advancement depending where people are in the stages of faith development.
According to Fowler simply participating in the practices of the faith community may be
the most important requisite in awakening and nurturing the "spiritual imagination,"
which helps people to gain their identity in the community of faith:
The motions, the symbols, and the interest inspired by observing loved
ones and others participating in the practices of prayer, praise and
worship�or of observing dietary restrictions, and participating in special
holy days, or rituals�attract and form children's imaginative capacities
and their desire for worthy participation. ("Faith Development at 30" 414)
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Fowler asserts that children who are nurtured, affinned, and invited into the spiritual life
of the community are likely to find their sense of belonging while discovering for
themseh'es the substance of the practices of faith.
If the characteristics of the stages of faith are contingent upon previous stages out
ofwhich they have grown, one would assume that older adolescents and adults who have
achieved higher stages of faith development will experience a similar awakening of
spiritual imagination that is appropriate to their faith development stage. Thus,
participation in the short-term mission experience has the potential to serve as a spiritual
awakening to people no matter where they may find themselves in this faith development
journey.
Eugene C. Roehlkepartain would certainly echo this sentiment. In an article
entitled "What Makes Faith Mature?" he states the greatest impact on an individual's
faith comes from family religousness. The many other factors affecfing one's faith are
secondary to family religiousness. Roehlkepartain defines family religiousness as
regularly participafing together in spiritual disciplines such as family devotions,
discussions of faith, and service projects. Roehlkepartain makes the case that family
activity of this sort is more important than any congregational factor, including preaching
and Christian education.
Short-Term Missions
Short-term missions is a subset of a larger missionary effort. The term
"missionary" is derived from the Latin word mitio, which means "to send." Christian
missionaries are those who have been sent out to share the gospel ofChrist, which
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declares that creation can be reconciled to its creator God through the substitutionary and
completed work of Jesus Christ on the cross (Peterson, Aeschliman, and Sneed 43).
Assuredly the floodgates have opened on short-term missions. The last few
decades have shown a dramatic increase in the number ofparticipants. They have also
shown a dramatic increase in the settings where people can serve and the diversity of
people serving on die short-term mission field. The challenge with both defining and
describing short-term missions is found in the variety of mission experiences that fall
under the short-term mission umbrella. "Short-term missions" has now been used to
describe mission stints lasting from three days to three years, requiring of people skill
levels that range firom ditch digger to skilled surgeon. The age for short-term missionaries
ranges somewhere from eight to eighty years of age (Clark 63). Short-term mission
researchers Daniel P McDonough and Roger P Peterson of STEM Ministries
Intemational define eight variables that affect short-term mission experiences, including
time, activity, size, on-field location, participant demographics, sending institution,
ministry philosophy, and leadership training. As a result of these many variables,
McDonough and Peterson define short-term mission as "the God-commanded, repetitive
deployment of swift, temporary non-professional missionaries" (4).
Cross-cultural interaction is a vital aspect of Christian ministry. In the Great
Commission, the God-commanded charge is offered by Clirist as he sends his followers
to go and make disciples of people from all nations (Matt. 28: 18). This study recognizes
the short-term mission experience as a vital way for people to minister cross-culturally
and so fiilfill the Great Commission. Participants in the short-term mission experience are
committing to serve in a ministry setting for a limited period of time. The short-term
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mission experience normally has two key factors that strengthen the cross-cultural aspect
of the period of service. First, the participants are committing to serve in a different
setting, and second, participants will be serving people of another culture or
socioeconomic level.
The short-term mission experience is a phenomenon that has literally grown at an
exponential rate over the last five decades. Roger P Peterson, Gordon Aeschliman, and
R. Wayne Sneed estimate that in 1965, 540 persons from the North American continent
participated in some type of short-term mission experience (255). The growth of
participation in the short-term mission experience has been so prolific that researchers
have difficultly even estimating how many people are currently participating in short-
term missions. Robert Priest, associate professor ofmission and interculmral smdies at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, in his conversation with Kurt Ver Beek suggests that
in the year 2007, the short-term missionary ranks would fall somewhere between one
million and four million persons. Priest admits, however, that this estimate may be too
conserv ative as he cites a national random survey by sociologist Christian Smith that
suggests "far more than two million 13- to 17-year-olds go on such trips every year"
("Are Short-Term Missions Good Stewardship?"). Anything more than esfimafions are
really impossible because this short-term mission movement is such a decentralized,
grassroots phenomenon that as of yet no one has undertaken the monumental task of
compiling all this information.
The incredible influx ofwilling participants to the short-term mission field has
given rise to a myriad of quesfions about the effectiveness of short-term mission
experiences to induce positive change in the world for the kingdom ofGod. Even a
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cursory glance at the literature in this field shows that the criticisms and praises tend to be
equally extreme. The proponents of this mission field phenomenon lift it up as the
miraculous recmiting tool for long-temi missionaries. Those offering a less favorable
understanding tend to suggest that the short-term mission field phenomenon is creating an
insidious environment of third-world dependency.
Many North American short-term mission organizations point to the life-changing
impact of the short-term mission experience for the participants themselves. Robert
Bland, the director of Teen Mission International, understands short-term mission work
to offer reciprocal benefits for both short-term missionary and those being served by the
short-term mission team:
We tell our people who are leading our teams that we're building kids, not
buildings. The purpose isn't just what we'll do for these people, but what
these people will do for us. . .. There is not a single purpose in missionary
work,. . . but to us this is the first purpose, (qtd. in Allen 45)
The formative aspect of the short-term mission experience is further amplified by the
cultural shift taking place in the ways that people leam. Dan Kimball points out in The
Emerging Church that generally people prefer to learn experientially. Where in the past
people gained knowledge and later had it validated by experience, more and more the
trend is reversed. Experience is validated by knowledge (186). Steve Sjogren echoes this
idea when he suggests that the best way for children to grow in their understanding of
what the Holy Spirit can do through them is by firsthand experience. Serving people
convinces children and adults alike, that something special is happening through
missional acts of kindness (176).
Many view this discipleship-focused approach that uses the mission trips to teach
the participants or the short-term missionaries as a flawed digression from an earlier
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paradigm where the missionary served with an understanding of what would be offered
rather than gained. Others would suggest that this concem only has merit if the self-
focused motivation to serve in the short-term mission field is one's primary objective
with the short-term mission experience. Rather than being intentionally focused on the
personal blessings, if the participants receive the blessings as a natural consequence or
by-product of their serv ice, they are living out the truth of Christ's message in the
beatimdes (Matt. 5:2-12). The short-term mission project presents an opportunity to
disciple a generation of people who are experientially motivated so that they can begin
to understand for themselves a more biblically Cliristian worldview.
Ver Beek, in his conversation with Priest, indicates that the interaction with the
short-term mission team was even more important to those being served than the actual
work accomplished ("Mission Trips"). In the conversation, Ver Beek spoke of the high
value Hondurans placed on the relational aspect of the short-term mission experience:
When we asked Honduran families which they would choose�a STM
group coming to build one house or that the group would send the money
they were going to spend on the trip and so could build 10 houses�the
families had a hard time choosing. They value the relationships, enjoyed
meeting new people, and were encouraged and motivated by the group's
visit.
The simple economic models cannot account for everything taking place during the short-
term mission experience. Ver Beek shows the importance of both meeting the physical
needs and developing Christian relationships that strengthen the kingdom ofGod.
Priest and Ver Beek point out that another blessing of the short-term mission
experience is the potential for status-bridging or linking capital. The idea behind status
bridging is that people who are economically marginalized are connected with people of
greater wealth or social class through the short-term mission experience. Typically, the
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participams of short-term mission experiences come from communities ofwealth in
places such as the United States, Korea, Singapore, and Europe and go to settings where
resources are in scarce supply. In order for those linkages to become strong and lasting,
the participants need to be encouraged to see their participation as a part of a greater
"commitment to leam more, pray more and do more for the families, church, community
and country they visited" ( 'Who Gets 'Socially Rich' from Short-Term Missions?").
The \ oices that oppose the short-term mission experience usually galvanize their
opposition in these areas: inadequate preparation, nurture of dependency and retardation
of grassroots leadership development, and a lack of culmral preparation. Unfortimately,
the following attimde towards mission is widely prevalent among many short-term
mission-sending agencies: "Enthusiastic involvement on the part of as many as possible
is the best way to go, even at the price of some inefficiency" (Clark 63). Short-term
missionaries, the sending agencies, and even the people who are being served would do
well to adopt a long-standing axiom of the medical profession: "First, do no harm"
(Adeney 15).
Often the criticisms that the entire short-term mission endeavor receives are
because many service experiences are poorly planned. Leadership and participants have
not given adequate attention to the principles of effective practice that have emerged over
the last twenty years. Roehlkepartain suggests that the best practices include, but are not
limited to, "active engagement of those performing the service in planning the
experience, a partnership with the community being served, and a strong component of
reflection on the service experience" ("Engaging Families in Service"). Roehlkepartain
suggests that youth ministry has maligned and misused the call to service by poorly
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plamiing and executing projects. At times those who are being served may find
themselves worse off than before the short-time missionaries came to serve. Host
communities who have become accustomed to receiving short-term mission teams can
often offer a sufficient amount of grace and are able to overlook the misgivings of the
mission teams they are hosting.
Perhaps the area of greatest shortcoming on the part of short-term mission teams
is in the area of culmral understanding. If one stops to think about the relationships of life
and the things that require time and attention, the list would certainly include qualities
such as love and listening. Love and listening require time and attention in any setting.
The demands of a radically different cultural context on the short-term mission field
require even more emphasis be placed on loving and listening to one another. Short-term
missionaries often discover that things taken for granted in the home culture can be
completely unknown among the people they are serving. Miriam Adeney, a research
professor ofmissions at Regent College, reminds her readers that "foreign life is neither
exofic nor simply a cauldron of problems. Foreign life is merely another set of
arrangements viewed best through local lenses" (15).
Perhaps the greatest charge being brought against short-term missions today is the
paternalisfic viewing of alien culmres as inferior to Western culmre. Missiologist David
Jacobus Bosch describes this broader problem of the Western based short-term missions
movement:
The advocates ofmission were blind to their own ethnocentrism. They
confused their middle-class ideals and values with the tenets of
Christianity. Their views about morality, respectability, order, efficiency,
individualism, professionalism, work, and technological progress, having
been baptized long before, were without compunction exported to the ends
of the earth. They were therefore, predisposed not to appreciate the
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culmres of the people to whom they went�the unity of living and
leaming; the interdependence between individual, community, culture and
industry; the profundity of folk wisdom; the properties of traditional
societies�all these were swept aside by a mentality swept by the
Enlightemnent which tended to mm people into objects, reshaping the
entire world into the image of the West, separating human beings from
namre and from one another, and developing them according to Western
standards and suppositions. (294)
Until those receiving the short-term mission team are viewed as co-laborers bringing the
kingdom ofGod on earth, and not simply objects of the short-term mission experience,
the resulting efforts fall well short of the desired missional purpose.
The short-term mission experience done well blesses the kingdom ofGod.
Conversely, the short-term mission experience done poorly is often a hindrance or
stumbling block for the advancement of the kingdom. Viewing the short-term mission
experience as the great saving effort of the Church is just as detrimental as looking upon
the short-term mission phenomenon as a heretical divergence from the traditional
missionary roles of earlier times. The tmth lies somewhere between those viewpoints on
the continuum of understanding. The reality is that the current level of interest in short-
term missions has greatly increased, and this trend does not show any signs of changing
in the near future. Short-term missions has been loosed on the church, and for the
foreseeable fumre it is here to stay. Thus, the responsibility for making it a long-lasting
force for change falls to the entire church community if the people ofGod are to realize
the blessing of faith that can come from participation in the short-term mission
experience.
Summary
The literature demonstrates that God has historically worked through people
whose faith was owned by the family. While faith has some very personal aspects to it.
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the God of the Israelites is One who lives in community and created humankind to live in
community, first and foremost the community of the family. When looking at the system
of the family community, one soon discovers that things that affect one person in a
bonded and closely functioning family will have ripple effects throughout the entire
family. The literamre has also shown that one can identify characteristics and stages of
faith that are the result of a process of faith mamration. This study was an attempt to
determine whether the short-term mission experience will encourage and enable a family
to grow and experience die blessings of a more committed life of faith as evidenced by
the practice of spiritual disciplines when they answer Clirist's call to make disciples of all
nations.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This qualitative smdy explored the relationship between family participation in
the short-term mission experience and the development of faith in the family as
evidenced by the spirimal disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community,
giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and
ser\ ice. It utilized a cross-sectional design with no comparison group. Larry Hershfield et
al. state that for most qualitative research simple descriptive statistics provide the
necessar>' information for interprefing one's results (77).
Using a semi-strucmred interview process for the purpose of data collection, I
consulted representatives from twenty families who participated in short-term mission
experiences with either U. M. Army or Parmers-in-Mission in the year 2007. 1 gave
specific attention to the observed behavioral changes in the practice of spiritual
disciplines by the family after the short-term mission experience, recognizing that the
behavioral changes help to shed light on the spiritual changes taking place in the family's
life of faith.
The limited goal of this project was an initial self-reported evaluafion of family
participation in the short-term mission experience. The cross-sectional design allowed me
to describe and compare families' practice of spiritual disciplines after participating
together in the short-term mission experience.
This chapter sets forth the design and development of data that informed the
study. This chapter also provides additional details relative to the objectives set forth in
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the puq)ose statement and research questions, including a summary of tire problem that is
the basis for the research.
Summary of the Problem
The short-term mission experience, when properly executed, has the potential to
offer significant spiritual and emotional benefits to the hosts who are the recipients of the
short-term mission experience, to the sending church who blesses and commissions the
short-term mission team, and specifically, to the short-term missionaries themselves.
Large investments of time, as well as resources and spirimal and emotional energies, are
required for a successful short-tenn mission experience that blesses all of these groups.
Each year, thousands of short-term mission teams go to the mission field with the intent
to bring aid, relief, comfort, and spiritual awareness to those who are in need; however,
due to a critical shortcoming on the part of those planning the short-term mission
experience, most short-term mission experiences fall well short of realizing the full extent
of the blessings of faith development and spiritual growth that can be achieved by their
own participants:
Many service experiences for youth, families, adults, or intergenerational
groups are poorly plaimed or implemented. They do not pay adequate
attention to principles of effective practice that have emerged in the past
twenty years in the fields of service learning and volunteerism....
Relatively few volunteers indicate that they participated in Bible Study of
spiritual guidance related to the community ministry activity.
(Roehlkepartain, "Engaging Families in Service")
The shortcomings usually stem from one or two different problems: first, a failure to
understand the possibilities for spiritual transformation in the lives of the short-term
missionary or, second, a failure to commit the time, resources, and energies necessary to
ensure that families are able to participate and enjoy the blessings of faith development
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and spiritual growth diat can be theirs. The primary focus for short-term mission
experiences is most often directed specifically to the project or mission while generally
giving only minimal attention to the spirimal transformation that can take place in the
lives of the short-term missionaries, whether individuals or families.
Short-term mission experiences are more easily planned with relatively
homogenous mission teams. For example, youth workers understand the idiosyncrasies of
the teenage years and thus develop programs, prepare work schedules, and even plan
meal menus that cater to their adolescent mission teams. Senior adult mission teams
generally approach the short-term mission experience with an entirely different set of
strengths, preferences, and biases from a youth group or even middle-aged group.
Despite the fact that mission team leaders have an easier time planning and
organizing age-specific group mission experiences, the reality is these age-specific
mission experiences do not parallel daily living. Subsequently team leaders should not
attempt to offer the good news of the gospel with mission teams that do not represent the
multigenerational familial norms of life.
In today's society the typical family includes representation from at least two
generations�parents raising children or grandparents raising grandchildren. Only within
the last two generations has the trend moved away from a cultural norm that would
regularly see three or more generations of famihes sharing life together. The
multigenerational community is one that builds up and edifies the generational
participants. All aspects of the community are working together for mutual support. "The
truth that sanctification or spirimal growth takes place as a result of the relationships
between believers" is one of the driving components of this study (Anderson and Saucy
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298). This study asserts the cmcible-like quality of the mukigenerational, family
community nurtures and encourages faith development. That experience is greatly
magnified through the short-term mission experience.
On the mission field, daily activities that are taken for granted in one's traditional
culmre and hardly require a second thought can become major obstacles for mission
teams to overcome. Even simple daily activities such as preparing meals and obtaining
transportation, or purchasing supplies at a local hardware store, become opportunities for
spiritual growth inasmuch as they require cooperation, patience, and a loving spirit for
their accomplishment within the different cultural nomis of the mission field:
"The dynamic of sanctification in relation to other people is clearly
evident in the Bible's picture of the Church as a body. We know that in
our own physical bodies, the various parts grow only as they are in union
with the rest of the body. Likewise, the union of the body of Christ�other
believers�is indispensable to the growth of every individual" (Anderson
and Saucy 299).
Hallmarks of committed Christian living such as love, patience, and kindness, demand
the presence of other persons in order that they may be lived out in community. The most
obvious community in which to encourage and nurture spiritual growth is the family
community. Whether due to a failure to understand the spirimal blessings that short-term
missionaries can enjoy or because team leaders are looking for the simplest and most
expedient way to constimte short-term mission experiences, a great deal of the faith-
developing capacity of the short-term mission experience has effectively been removed
by limiting the possibilities for families to participate together in the short-term mission
experience.
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The Purpose Stated
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which the short-term
mission experience encourages spirimal growth in the family, as measured by the practice
of the spiritual disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the
needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service, after
the family participates together in a short-term mission experience.
Research Questions
The understanding of any spiritual transformation that takes place in the life of the
family as a result of the short-tenn mission experience should be evidenced in the way
they live out their commitments to Jesus Christ and his Church through praying,
participating in the faith community, giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and
involving themselves in hands-on mission and service. These are commitments that all
United Methodists make upon joining the church and, as such, these spirimal disciplines
are very familiar to people of this denominational tradition.
The following research questions were designed to seek evidence of these
spiritual disciplines in order to understand better the family's practice of faith and their
growth in their life of faith as a result of participating in the short-term mission
experience. The spirimal disciplines studied are the most tangible markers of a life of
faith asked by the United Methodist Church.
Question #1
How were the spirimal disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community,
giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and
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service lived out in the family prior to the family participating in the short-term mission
experience?
The intent of diis question was to establish the baseline from which a
determination could be made of the significant changes and/or direction that a family's
life of faith was trending. Without a proper baseline from which to mark the practice of
faith in the family, no reference could be found from which to say the short-term mission
experience did or did not encourage spirimal growth in the life of the family.
Ultimately families could exhibit a wide array ofpotential faith responses as a
result of their participation in a short-term mission experience. Families that did not
exhibit exceptional commitment to a life of faith prior to their participation in the short-
term mission experience may continue to walk a similar path in their life of faith
following the short-term mission experience. However, possibilities arise for these same
families to come to a new understanding of the importance of a life of faith as a result of
their participation in the short-term mission experience. Many families may actually
believe diey are living out a significant life of faith only to realize as a result of the short-
term mission experience that God is calling them to a deeper, more committed life of
faith. Families exhibiting a committed life of faith, as evidenced by the previously
mentioned spiritual disciplines, will likely continue to live out those practices after die
conclusion of the short-term mission experience.
Question #2
What changes occurred in the family's practice of the spiritual disciplines of
prayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others as a habit of
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faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service as a result of participating in the
short-term mission experience?
This question sought evidence that the life of faith in the family has experienced
some tangible change as a result of their participation in the short-term mission
experience. James makes the assumption that the changes in the life of faith are
evidenced by the connection that is drawn between faith and good deeds (Jas. 2:13-26)
or, for the purpose of this study, spirimal disciplines as defined by the United Methodist
membership vows of prayers, presence, gifts, and service.
Question #3
What elements of the short-term mission experience precipitated the change in the
family's practice of faith?
This question acknowledged that part of the spiritual blessing realized though the
short-term mission experience is with the team members themselves. Recognizing the
ability of certain aspects of the short-term mission experience to develop and nurture
faith is imperative, both for team leaders and also for the sending agencies. The plaiming
and preparations made by team leaders need to anticipate and prepare for the realization
of significant spirimal blessings by those who volunteer to serve on the mission field.
Instrumentation
In order to explore the connection between family participation in the short-term
mission experience and growth in the family's life of faith, I gathered information by
means of a semi-stmctured interview with a representative of twenty families who
participated in a short-term mission experience. The semi-stmctured interview included
eleven research questions (See Appendix I).
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The value of such a qualitative approach is found in its ability to uncover the
details of phenomena that would otherwise be difficult to quantify (Strauss and Corbin
19). This research technique is most especially tme when seeking to study the nature of a
family's faith experiences and the resuhing faith development based on his or her
interpretation ofwhat is happening in the family's life of faith. With the absence of
clearly observable, identifiable benchmarks for change, I simply allowed the family
respondent to tell his or her own story. While doing basically a qualitafive study, I did
attempt to quantify or offer general values to the resulting change where possible. This
coding method aided the reporting process.
Irving Seidman offers an understanding that telling stories is equivalent to a
meaning-making process. When people tell stories they choose from the details of their
conscious understanding of their life's experience: "Interviewing allows us to put
behavior into context and provides access to understanding ... [a family's] actions" (1).
By allowing each family respondent to tell the stories that were important to them
concerning the different habits of faith, I hoped to gain an understanding of how they
perceived their family's development of spiritual disciplines that evidence a life of faith.
Despite the limitations ofhow well one person can understand another, this effort affords
the opportunity to expand the understanding of faith development in the family by
learning as much as possible about the families who agreed to participate in the study.
Subjects
The individuals for this study came from twenty families who met the following
criteria: (1) individuals who participated in United Methodist congregations in the Texas
Annual Conference, thus holding similar biases to the spiritual habits being measured; (2)
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individuals who recently returned from short-term mission experiences with either U. M.
Army or PIM; (3) the indi\ iduals whose short-term mission experiences took the families
away from their homes to serv e the people of another community or another country for a
period of at least five to fourteen days; (4) individuals who were chosen by their families
to speak on behalfof the families' short-term mission experiences and the resulting
practices of faith; and, (5) individuals who participated in the short-term mission
experiences with their families, including father, mother, and at least a majority of the
resident children.
Of the twenty participating families, all were active in United Methodist churches
in the Texas Aimual Conference. Twelve of the families interviewed participated in
U. M. Army, and the other eight families participated in PIM mission trips. The average
number ofparticipants per family was four, with the largest families numbering five and
the smallest families numbering three. Ten of the twenty family respondents were males
and the other ten were female. Fifteen of the family respondents were parents and five
were resident children.
Design of the Study
I interviewed twenty persons representing twenty famihes that participated in
short-term mission experiences in the year 2007 The families that made up the interview
sample represented the pre-stated definition of family: mother, father, and a majority of
the resident children. Single-parent families were not excluded because the total
leadership of the household participated in the short-term mission experience. Typical
nuclear families where one of the parents chose not to participate in the short-term
mission experience were excluded because of the divided focus in family leadership. The
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ideal scenario only included families where all resident children participated in the short-
term mission experience because of the foundational principles of family systems theory;
however, in order to ensure a sufficiently large sample of twenty families, an exception
was made to include families where at least a majority of the resident children
participated in the short-term mission experience so that the prevailing influence of the
children will be those who participated. The population consisted of the first twenty
families who accepted the invitation to participate and who fit the criteria for the study.
The design of the study required the families to self-select one individual to speak
for the family during the semi-stmctured interview. This self-selection of a respondent by
the family was done to discern a composite understanding of the family's experience on
the short-term mission experience without having to evaluate the specific family
dynamics at work in a group or family interview situation. This family selected
respondent also ser\ ed to keep manageable the amount of data requiring analysis.
Confidentiality and Anonymity
The nature of this study requires individuals to feel comfortable speaking
candidly about the faith practices of their family. Many of the spiritual disciplines or
practices of faith being measured are often guarded as personal and private information.
Leslie Altizer of the Ethics Resource Center makes the following statement regarding
confidentiality:
Ensuring confidentiality or anonymity is ofvital importance. Participants
need to feel they have the ability to speak freely without the fear that
answers will be traced back to them. This is especially important when
conducting an organizational survey or when the topic of the survey is
sensitive or controversial in nafiire. The script should explain the purpose
of the survey, how they were selected to participate, that it is voluntary
and their confidentiality or anonymity will be protected.
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For the purpose of this study, the need for confidentiality had not only ethical
ramificafions but practical ramifications as well. A high level of confidentiality must be a
working premise for the researcher and an understood safety net for the interview
participants in order for them to disclose elements of their family's faith development
comfortably and accurately.
I assured the interview participants of confidentiality and anonymity in the initial
contact e-mail sent requesting their participation in the study, in our telephone
conversation regarding scheduling of a telephone interview, in the telephone interview
confirmation e-mail, in the interview itself, and finally in the participant thank-you letter
(see Appendixes D, E, F, G, H, and I).
Referrals
In order to establish contact with the population for this study, I e-mailed team
leaders from PIM trips in the Texas Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church
and camp directors with U. M. Army requesting from them the names of families who
participated in their short-term mission experience or U. M. Army camp (see Appendixes
A and B). I informed the team leaders and camp directors ofmy intention to invite these
families to participate in this smdy. The leaders were also informed ofmy intent to smdy
the linkages between faith development and family participafion in the short-term
mission experience.
I encountered a road block with PIM. The administrative staff of this mission
sending agency was reluctant to share the names and contact information for team leaders
for fear of violating privacy issues. In order to make contact with families who
participated in PIM short-tenn mission experiences, I contacted pastors of churches that I
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knew who regularly sent out mission teams (see Appendix C). This extra step allowed me
to make contact with eight families who participated in PIM short-term mission
experiences and fit the criteria for the smdy. As I spoke with pastors and eventually
families who participated in the short-term mission experiences, I discovered people were
eager to tell the stories of their families' faith joumeys.
Connecting with the Participants
My first contact with the families provided by mission team leaders was through
an introductory e-mail describing the research and requesting their participation in the
study (see Appendixes D and E). All families were asked to select a spokesperson for the
family who would be the point of contact for the semi-stmcmred interview. Families
were asked to choose a spokesperson who was knowledgeable of the family's practice of
spiritual disciplines and who was willing to speak about the descriptive elements of the
family's faith development. I provided my assurance as a researcher that I would keep in
confidence the identities of the participants and would utilize only the information they
provided and agreed for me to use as a part of this dissertation. The e-mail also informed
the families that they would receive a telephone call within one week personally inviting
them to participate and providing them the opportunity to ask questions.
I telephoned each family, and the conversation included the following: (1)1
personally introduced myself and restated the purpose of the study; (2) I asked if they
would be willing to participate in the study; (3) I asked who would serve as the family
spokesperson; (4) I scheduled a time to conduct the interview; and, (5) I promised to send
an e-mail confirming the time and date of the interview (see Appendix F). Following the
phone conversation, I sent the e-mail that also thanked them in advance for their
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participation in the study (see Appendix G). Following the interview I sent a final e-mail
thanking diem for their participafion in the study (see Appendix H).
Data Collection
I conducted the mterview s betw een January and February 2008. All interviews
were recorded with a digital voice recording. When the recording equipment was turned
on I used the following interview protocol: (1)1 introduced myself; (2) I thanked them
for their participation; (3)1 explained the purpose of the study and that any recordings
would be confidential and would protect their anonymity; (4) I collected their
demographic information and consent to be interviewed; and, (5) I proceeded with the
research interview questions (see Appendix I).
Greeting
After introducing myself and meeting the participant, I thanked them for agreeing
to the interview and made the following statement:
I remind you that the interview today is being recorded. This is simply to
free me from having to write down your responses, so I can concentrate on
what you are saying. These recordings will only be used by me and those
who assist me with data analysis. Any use of the interview will protect
your anonymity. I also thank you in advance, for sharing your story.
I also promised to answer any questions they might have after the interview.
Interview Consent
Before going any fiirther with the telephone interview, I asked the interview
participant to consent to participating under the following stipulations:
Are you willing to participate in this interview in order to assist in the
research pertaining to family faith development in the short-term mission
experience? Do you understand that the interview will be recorded and
agree to have your conversation recorded? Do you understand that any use
of the interview data will protect your anonymity and the anonymity of
your family members as well and will not be used for any other purpose
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without your expressed permission? If you agree to these conditions please
offer your consent.
All of tlie participants consented to the stated protocol and participated in the interview
process.
Demographic Interview Questions
At the beginning of the interview, the participants answered some brief
demographic questions collecting the following data; their name, the names of other
short-term mission experience participants in the family, church affiliation, mission field
of the short-term mission experience, length of the short-term mission experience, the
main focus of the short-term mission experience, previous number of short-term mission
experiences in which the family has participated, and if the individuals were the family
designated spokesperson and why he or she was chosen.
Research Interview Questions
The following interview question focused on the short-term mission
experience. "Please tell me about the short-term mission experience that you and your
family recently participated in." Once the participant was telling his or her story, I asked
value-neutral questions to keep the participant on track, such as, "Could you tell me more
about your experience?" (Stoddard 89).
The following interview questions focused on prayers. "Describe your
family's life of prayer prior to participating in the short-term mission experience."
"Describe your family's life of prayer after participating in the short-term mission
experience."
The following interview questions focused on presence. "Describe your
family's participation in the faith community prior to your short-term mission
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experience." "Describe your family's participation in the faith community after your
short-term mission experience."
The following interview questions focused on gifts. "Describe your family's
spiritual practice ofgiving prior to participating in the short-term mission experience."
"Describe your family's spirimal practice of giving after participating in the short-term
mission experience."
The following interview questions focused on hands-on mission and service.
"Describe your family's activity in hands-on mission and service prior to participating in
the short-term mission experience." "Describe your family's activity in hands-on mission
and service after participating in the short-term mission experience."
The follow ing interview question focused on the key elements of change.
"What element(s) of the short-term mission experience encouraged the greatest change in
the faith practices of your family?
The following interview question focused on the changes in faith practices.
"How did the short-term mission experience change the faith practices of your family?"
If that question did not prompt them to begin a narrative of the changes in faith practices,
then follow-up questions were used such as, "How did the short-term mission experience
change the spirimal habits of your family?"
Interview Conclusion
After concluding the interview questions, I offered the interview participants the
opportunity to ask any questions they had regarding the interview process and the
purpose of the study. I thanked them for their participation and offered to pray with them
before concluding the conversation.
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Researcher Assessment of Responses Given
While the participant answered the open-ended questions, I used a Likert scale to
valuate the spiritual growth indicated by the family's practice of spiritual disciplines after
the short-term mission experience.
Data Analysis
Following completion of twenty telephone interviews, the digital audio recordings
were transferred to compact discs. The twenty interviews provided approximately six
hours of audio, with the average interview lasting eighteen minutes.
Data Coder Training
I created an observation instmment for the purpose of coding the recorded data.
(see Appendix J). The instrument provided space to allow the data coder to take notes
during the review of the interviews and to circle their assessment of the family's spiritual
growth.
Matthew Lombard, Jennifer Snyder-Duch, and Cheryl Campanella Bracken at
Temple University in Philadelphia established protocols for coder training that infonned
this study. The process Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken detail is as follows:
Assess reliability informally during coder training. Following instmment
design and preliminary coder training, assess reliability informally with a
small number ofunits which ideally are not part of the full sample (or
census) of units to be coded, and refine the instmment and coding
instmctions until the informal assessment suggests an adequate level of
agreement.
Approximately one hour was spent training the data coders. The sequence of training
followed the pattern established by Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken:
1 . The varying degrees of spirimal growth idenfified on the Likert scale
informed the coder's task and specific examples strengthened their understanding. A
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score ofNo Growth indicated no change or no response to the question. A score of Some
Growth indicated an attimdinal change. A score ofMuch Growth indicated an attitudinal
change coupled with some new action or way of living out that faidi. A score of
Substantial Growth indicated attimdinal change and a new action accompanied by a
lifestyle transformation. Individuals experiencing Substantial Growth related a new found
passion for specific areas of their life of faith in their answers to the interview questions
(see Appendix K).
2. When the coders understood what represented No Growth, Some Growth,
Much Growth, and Substantial Growth, the group progressed to listening to the first of
two training interviews.
3 . The coders scored their valuation of spiritual growth on the instmment (see
Appendix J).
4. Discussions followed regarding justifications for rating degrees of spiritual
growth.
5. The second training interview followed the above mentioned protocol and
served to strengthen the coder's understanding of their task.
Following the suggested procedure of Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken of
selecting a separate representative sample for use in coder training, the two interviews
used for training purposes followed the identical practices and parameters of the research
sample interviews. The two training interviews could not be included in the final sample
because they represented families that did not come from the United Methodist tradition
and, as such, fell outside of the predetermined parameters of the smdy. The participants
in these two cases were not aware that their interviews would not be used in the final
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sample, thereby guaranteeing tliat they would approach the interview with the same
smcerity of the research sample and insuring the data coders had a representative sample
on which to train. The inter-rater reliability level for the two practices was .83.
Coding Observations
Following a brief break, the data coders proceeded with the interviews. All
training and coding took place on the same day. The coding took approximately five
hours, and all five data coders were present for the entire session. The sequence of coding
is as follows: (1) The data coders reviewed the interview; (2) the data coders' noted their
valuation of the family's spiritual growth on the instrument; (3) the data coders repeated
the process for all twenty interviews; and, (4) I assessed the reliability of the data after
completing all of the interviews.
Compiling the Data and Ensuring Reliability
Five data coders, including myself, collected the data by hand and used inter-rater
reliability to verify the validity of the data. The task for the five coders was to evaluate
the level of growth on a four-step Likert Scale for each interview in a sample of twenty
interviews. This coding process generated a field of four hundred selections from a
possible 1,600 selections. Allowing for differences in observations and the number of
observers making those observations, the acmal level of reliability calculated at .93 was
determined to be well within acceptable levels of reliability.
Chapter 4 reports on the demographics of the interview participants and also looks
at the results of the interview and gathered data.
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Summary Reflections
Families and individuals in the families come to the short-term mission
experience at a multimde of places along their faith joumeys. Some set out to serve on
the short-term mission experience following a long history of looking for opportunities to
serve their fellow human beings through their church, service organizations, and families.
Others discovered a new understanding of a life of ser\ ice as they left Jemsalem for the
first time to offer acts of service in Judea, Samaria, and the ends of the earth, yet the
biblical record is abundantly clear: God can and does accomplish incredible things
through the lives ofwilling servants, regardless of the spiritual resumes they bring with
them. If God is the one who takes the disciples' best efforts and greatest shortcomings
and uses them to build his kingdom, then his disciples need to take the most basic, God-
given community, namely the family, and allow it to be used by God in service ofGod's
kingdom, tmsting that God's transforming work will be done in the lives of the hosts as
well as the missionaries. I believe that the results of this study are widely generalizable.
This smdy observes families placed in God's care through the short-term mission
experience anticipating an abundant blessing offered by God as a result of their faithfiil
service.
The literature demonstrates that God has historically worked through people
whose faith was owned by the family. While faith has some very personal aspects to it,
the God of the Israelites is One who lives in community and created humankind to live in
community, first and foremost the community of the family. A look at the system of the
family community reveals that things that affect one person in a bonded and closely
functioning family will have ripple effects throughout the family. The literature also
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shows the possibility of identifying the characteristics and stages of faith that are the
result of a process of faith maturation. This smdy was an attempt to determine whether
the short-tenn mission experience encourages and enables a family to grow and
experience the blessings of a more committed life of faith as evidenced by the practice of
spiritual disciplines when they answer Christ's call to make disciples of all nations.
Much has been written about the effectiveness of the short-term mission
experience for advancing the kingdom ofGod. Family systems theory encourages a
holistic approach to treating and nurturing individuals within a family. Finally, faith
development theory suggests the current understanding of faith provides the foundation
on which successive understandings of faith can be built. My hope is that this research
will begin to develop some solid connections between these different disciplines that
explain the phenomena at work in families who participate m short-term mission
experiences. Chapter 4 details the findings of this study and provides the data that later
informs the connections that are drawn between these different areas of study to explain
the faith development that is taking place in the lives of the families who participate
together in short-term mission experiences.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this smdy was to determine the extent to which the short-term
mission experience encouraged spiritual growth in the family, as measured by the
practice of the spirimal disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith community, giving
to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and
service, after thefamily participates together in a short-term mission experience. The
motivation for this study came from observing substantial faith changes that occurred in
families who participated in short-term mission experiences at First United Methodist
Church San Augustine, Lake Houston United Methodist Church, and First United
Methodist Church Madisonville.
The following research questions helped to shape the study: (1) How were the
spirimal disciplines ofprayer, participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of
others as a habit of faith, and involvement in hands-on mission and service lived out in
the family prior to the family participating in the short-term mission experience? (2)
What changes occurred in the family's practice of the spiritual disciplines ofprayer,
participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and
involvement in hands-on mission and service as a result of participating in the short-term
mission experience? (3) What elements of the short-term mission experience precipitated
the change in the family's practice of faith?
Profile of Participants
Participants were solicited to participate in the smdy based on the following
criteria: (1) individuals who participated in United Methodist congregations in the Texas
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Amiual Conference thus holding similar understandings of the spiritual habits being
measured based on their cultural and theological norms; (2) individuals who recently
retumed from short-term mission experiences with either U. M. Army or PIM; (3)
mdividuals whose short-term mission experiences took the family away from their home
to serve the people of anodier community or another country for a period of at least five
to fourteen days; (4) individuals who were chosen by their families to speak on behalf the
families' short-term mission experiences and the resulting practices of faith; and, (5)
individuals who participated in the short-term mission experiences with their families,
including father, modier, and at least a majority of the resident children. Single parent
families were also eligible to participate in the study because the single parent
represented the fLiU spectmm ofparental authority in the household.
The research sample included twenty participants. Of the twenty participants, 60
percent participated in short-term mission experiences with U. M. Army and forty percent
participated in short-term mission experiences with PIM. The average number of
participants per family was four, with the largest families numbering five and the smallest
families numbering three. Respondents were divided evenly along gender lines, with 50
percent male and 50 percent female. Parents elected to speak for the families at a far
greater rate than children. Of the family selected respondents 75 percent were parents and
25 percent were resident children. All of the participants were Caucasian, and all were
from middle to upper-middle class families consistent with the demographics of the areas
served by their congregations. Fourteen of the families were from urban/suburban
communities, and six of the families were from mral communities.
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When asked to describe die main focus of the short-term mission experience
twelve participants described it in construction project terms; one person described his
family's short-term mission experience as evangelistic; and, seven described the focus as
part constmction work and part evangelistic. Eight of the twenty short-tenn mission
experiences took the families to foreign countries, and twelve of the short-term mission
experiences involved domestic service (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Participant Demographics
Partic. Church Affiliation
STME
Sending STME Location STME FamilyMemb.
Agency Focus
I-OOl FUMC San Augustine PIM Corozal, Belize Construction 5
1-002 FUMC Madisonville PIM Corozal, Belize Constmction 4
1-003 St. Lukes UMC UM Army Lufkin, Texas Construction 4
1-004 FUMC Center UM Army Missouri City, Texas Constmction 4
1-005 Christ UMC
College Station
UM Army Tyler, Texas Construction 3
1-006 Lakewood UMC UM Army Tomball, Texas Constmction 3
1-007 A&M UMC PIM Juarez, Mexico Constmction 4
1-008 Lakewood UMC UM Army Cartilage, Texas
Construction/
Evangelism
4
1-009 FUMC Normangee PIM Port Antonio, Jamaica
Constmction/
Evangelism
4
I-OlO FUMC San Augustine PIM Corozal, Belize Consnnction 3
I-Oll Klein UMC UM Army Nederland Construction 4
1-012 Christ UMC PIM Anadarco & Apache Constmction/ A
The Woodlands Oklahoma Evangelism
1-013
Christ UMC
The Woodlands
PIM
Anadarco & Apache
Oklahoma
Constmction/
Evangehsm
5
1-014 Chapelwood UMC UM Army Silsbee, Texas
Construction/
Evangelism
4
1-015
Christ UMC
College Station
PIM Tlie Colonias, Mexico
Constmction/
Evangelism
4
1-016 FUMC Madisonville PIM Corozal, Belize Construction 5
1-017
Clirist UMC
PIM
Anadarco & Apache Construction/ c
The Woodlands Oklalioma Evangehsm
J
1-018 St. Lukes UMC PIM Reynosa, Mexico Evangelism 3
1-019 St. Lukes UMC UM Army Tyler Construction 4
1-020 Strawbridge UMC PIM El Salvador Construction 4
Research Question Findings
Personal interviews with the family-selected respondent provided the means for
answering Research Question #1. The respondents described their families' practice of
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the four spiritual disciplines: prayer, participation in the faith community, giving to meet
the needs of others, and hands-on mission and service prior to participating in the short-
term mission experience. An independent panel of data coders reviewed the interviews to
determine the resulting spirimal growth thus providing the answer to Research Question
#2. The task for the panel of observers required a common understanding ofNo Growth,
Some Growth, Much Growth, and Substantial Growth. Finally personal interviews
provided the means for answering Research Question #3. The interview respondents
shared which specific aspects of the short-term mission experience encouraged the
greatest spirimal growth in the lives of their families.
Research Question #1 Findings
The personal interviews with the family respondents helped to paint a picmre of
the families' practice of the spiritual disciplines of prayer, participation in the faith
community, giving to meet the needs of others, and hands-on mission and service prior to
the short-term mission experience. The survey question, "Can you describe for me your
family's life of prayer prior to participating in the short-term mission project?" revealed
that seventeen of the twenty families participating in the study practiced only a basic
family prayer life. The family respondents indicated that meal time was the primary time
in which their family practiced the discipline of prayer. A few respondents also made
mention of bedtime prayers in reference to this question. Three of the twenty families
told of extensive practices of prayers over the children, involvement in specific prayer
ftmctions at church and parents providing an example of prayer for their children (see
Appendix M).
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The survey question, "Can you describe for me your family's participation in the
faith community prior to participating in the short-term mission experience?" helped to
illuminate three different patterns ofparticipation. First, four of the twenty families
described their participation in the faith community in terms diat equated to minimal
involvement. Second, nine of the families' participation could be described as regular
weekly participation. They participated in weekly worship services and some small group
activity such as Sunday school, however, their involvement in the faith community did
not go very far beyond this level of involvement. Third, seven of the family respondents
described their participation in the faith community as greatly involved. Some even went
so far as to say they could not imagine greater involvement in the life of the church (see
Appendix M).
The survey question, "Can you describe your family's spirimal practice of giving,
both to the church and to meet the needs of others, prior to participating in the short-term
mission experience?" yielded the most evenly distributed array of answers of all the
survey questions. Seven of the families admitted their spiritual practice of giving was
very limited. Eight of the famihes described what could best be termed a moderate
practice of giving, and five of the families surveyed described their spirimal practice of
giving as important and a significant part of their family's practice of faith (see Appendix
M).
The survey question asking people to describe "their family's activity in hands-on
mission and service" revealed ten families for whom the practice of this spiritual
discipline was a new experience for their family. They reported minimal or limited
involvement in acts of hands-on mission and service. Eight of the twenty families
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described moderate involvement in this type of activity. This level of participation was
often described as involvement with youth service projects and outreach weekends. Only
two respondents described their families as living out lives of great involvement in
hands-on mission and service. A detailing of each respondent's understanding of their
family's practice of spirimal disciplines is found in Appendix M.
Research Question #2 Findings
After each of the initial spirimal discipline questions, respondents answered
follow-up surv ey questions. These follow-up questions simply asked the family
respondent to describe his or her family's practice of the same spiritual discipline after
participating in the short-term mission experience. Utilizing inter-rater reliability for
coding data, the panel of five observers listened to recordings of the paired interview
questions and then assessed the family 's growth in each spirimal discipline. After
processing the answers the actual level of reliability was determined to be .93, well
within acceptable levels of reliability, (see Appendix L).
The Likert scale used to score the growth of the families was defined as No
Growth, Some Growth, Much Growth, and Substanfial Growth. A score ofNo Growth
indicated no change or no response to the question. A score of Some Growth indicated an
attimdinal change. A score ofMuch Growth indicated attitudinal change coupled with
some new action or way of living out that faith. A score of Substantial Growth indicated
attifiidinal change and new action accompanied by a lifestyle transformation. Individuals
experiencing Substantial Growth related a new found passion for specific areas of their
life of faith in their answers to the interview questions, (see Appendix K).
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The data showed that in each of the spiriUial disciplines measured at least 60
percent of the respondents reported some degree of growth. The majority of the families
participating in the smdy reported Some Growth�attitudinal growth�or Much Growth -
attitudinal growth plus some resulting action or response (see Table 4.2). The coding
question that informed the type of change taking place in a families' life of faith was,
"Are we simply hearing an attitudinal change or is this attimdinal change accompanied
by some new action or practice in the family's life of faith?"
^ ^t. n/ Some Growth Much Growth SubstantialNo Growth % � , �, � �,% % Gro>vth %
Table 4.2. Research Question #2 Findings
Spiritual Discipline
Prayers 25
Presence 35
Gifts 40
Hands-on mission and service 20
40 35 0
20 40 5
20 35 5
15 60 5
Research Question #3 Findings
The final questions in the interview gave the respondents the opportunity to
reflect upon the different elements of the short-term mission experience and tell the story
ofwhat most affected their families
' lives of faith. This open-ended question yielded
twenty-five responses from the twenty respondents. Five of the respondents named more
than one element of the short-term mission experience as instmmental to the faith
development of their families. The two factors most often mentioned were the daily
worship opportunities with the short-term mission team and the host people and also the
interactions with the people that the mission teams went to serve. Each of these responses
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was mentioned by eight different indiv iduals. For four of the family respondents, the
ability to share the short-term mission experience with their family was actually credited
as the element of the short-term mission experience precipitating the most change.
Finally, three of the respondents credited the amplified sense of community that comes
from a short-term mission team bonding together as the key component precipitating
change in the family's life of faith (see Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3. Research Question #3 Findings
Participant Elements of Short-Term Mission Experience Precipitating Change
I-OOl Amplified sense of coimnimity with tliose serving
1-002 Understanding lifestyle of those served
1-003 Chent appreciation dinner and worship; outpouring of appreciation from client
1-004 Response of client famihes
1-005 Working witli people in die church; friendships in commmiities served
1-006 Opemiess in camp that brings you to a place of sharing
1-007 Devotions in morning and evening; sense of coramimity
1-008 Participatmg and serv'uig together as a family
1-009 Faith of people bemg served; worshipping in new and different ways
I-OlO Evening devotions togedier; working with cliildren in the school
I-Oll Chent night; oppormnity to worship with the people diey came to serve
1-012 Gratimde people offered to the Lord
1-013 Morning and evening devotions shared by all team members; seemg Jesus in the children
1-014 Working as a family witli clients; new understanding of family members
1-015 Worship in morning and evening; being outside comfort zone
1-016 Closeness of group as an intense bond developed; community
1-017 Teaching children about God
1-018 Spending time with family in service; hearing family's reaction to growth
1-019 Worship in morning and evening; concenfrated imderstanding of Christian service
1-020 Shared time following worship with family; worship
Recognizing the Importance of Family Participation
A closer look at the responses of the four families who credited family
participation in the short-term mission experience as the element most responsible for
precipitating positive change in the family's spiritual life revealed some noteworthy
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findings. The families makmg this claim are 1-008, 1-014, 1-018, and 1-020. The
noteworthy findings are brought into sharper focus when they are compared and
contrasted with the responses of families that did not credit family participation in the
short-term mission experience as the element most responsible for precipitating positive
change in the family's spirimal life. In order to draw a fair and accurate comparison I
compared the responses of the previously mentioned four families with a random
selecfion of four odier families in the research sample. The families randomly selected for
this comparison were I-OOl, 1-009, 1-015, and 1-016.
A carefiil look at the coded responses from Appendix L shows that families who
understand the importance of family participation in the short-term mission experience
are less likely to respond in a way that would suggest there was no growth in the practice
of the spirimal disciplines being measured. The families who understand the importance
of family participation are also the only families that gave responses that would suggest
that beliefs line up with actions leading to a significant and passionate life change that
qualifies as a Substantial Growth (See Table 4.4).
Table 4.4. Importance of Family Participation
Understanding of Family No Growth
Participation Responses
Some Growth Much Growth
Responses Responses
Substantial
Growth
Responses
Responsible for Change
Not Responsible for Change
11
28
9
10
48
42
12
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Summary ofMajor Findings
The summary of the major findings from the study of family participafion in the
short-term mission experience is as follows:
1. From Research Question #1, regarding the family's pracfice of spiritual
disciplines prior to participating in the short-term mission experience, we established
benchmarks for the family's practice of spiritual disciplines that helped to measure the
resulting spiritual change described in Research Question #2.
2. From Research Question #2, focusing on the changes that occurred in the
family's practice of spirimal disciplines after participating in the short-term mission
experience, we discovered the vast majority of families participating in the study
experienced at least some level of spirimal growth. Eighteen of the twenty families in the
smdy described a change in their practice of at least one of the four spiritual disciplines
studied in this research.
3. Research Question #3, revealed that worship oppormnities on the short-term
mission experience, the sense of community fostered on the short-term mission
experience with team members and the host community, and the act of serving others
with family members were instmmental factors contributing to the spirimal growth of the
family.
From these findings other factors have emerged for which I will make
recommendations in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Background
As a young person growing up in the United Methodist Church, I watched a
handful of short-term mission teams go out from our church to serve the Native
Americans of the Four Corners area. I watched with almost a jealous eye as the teams
came back and told the congregation of the work they had accomplished and the fiin and
challenging times spent together working to bless a group ofpeople they had only met.
Throughout my junior high and high school years, listening to mission team testimonies
was as close as I ever came to this type of an endeavor. I simply watched from afar.
In college, I was invited to go on my first mission trip over spring break. We went
to Reynossa, Mexico, to help a local congregafion in the constmcfion of a church. My
twin brother and I went with the Wesley Foundation at Texas A&M University on this
mission trip, which marked the beginning of great passion for serving other people
through short-term mission experiences. Since that first spring break mission trip ofmy
freshman year in college, I have participated in literally dozens of mission trips serving
people all over North and Central America.
When I began considering the possibilities for this research project I realized
virtually all of those mission teams included few if any persons from my closest support
stmcture, my family. All the mission trips in which I participated in through my college
years and the early years ofmy ministry were very much segregated by age and missing
the intergenerational component that comes from family participation. I never took into
consideration the valuable formational component of the family which held such
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potential for strengthening the spirimal blessings participants took from the short-term
mission experience as well as enhancing what they had to offer the people they were
going to serve.
The Problem
Unformnately, my experience is not unique. All too often conversations regarding
family participation in short-term mission experiences include a certain amount of
incredulous disbelief from someone in the conversation. Pastors and laypersons alike are
often skeptical about including families on short-term mission teams. Questions of safety,
cost, and the efficacy of children on the mission team regularly arise.
When I began to lead mission trips, I soon discovered that my previous
experiences left me somewhat unprepared for the significant number of families
interested in taking their children on the short-term mission trip. They questioned
whether or not the perceived roadblocks of time, finances, and safety for young persons
could be circumvented. The old paradigm of specific youth mission trips and adult
mission trips no longer fit the new mission experience paradigm in which our families
were being asked to participate. As a short-term mission team leader, I had to incorporate
elementary students and senior citizens in meaningful ways on the same mission team.
Families of five and six people needed to find a means to overcome the financial hurdles
associated with taking so many people on the mission trip. Even more importantly, as a
church sending out short-term mission teams, we needed to create a culture that expected
this type of short-term mission experience to bless not only the people our short-term
mission teams were going to serve but the families of faith that were carrying the good
news of the gospel to the ends of the earth.
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Faithful attention to the people longing to bless God and his kingdom led to some
amazing discoveries. One evening in Corozal, Belize, our mission team was walking
along the seawall to a fellowship with the people of the local Methodist church. As we
walked I noticed several of the families on that trip clustered together, and I began to
recall other families who had made similar trips to Corozal. Many of those families' lives
took radical spirimal turns shortly following their short-term mission experience. They
were answering calls to serve God and his people in amazing ways. If the spirimal
transformations these families experienced were purely coincidence, then I was lucky to
be in the right place at the right time. On the other hand, if the transformations I
witnessed were something more than circumstance, then I needed to discover what was
making the difference so that it could be shared with other families.
As my understanding of this research project grew and developed, I realized the
idea of families serving together on short-term mission experiences has great potential to
bless the people ofmy church who dare to venmre on a short-term mission experience
with me. Furthermore, this idea of families serving together has the potential to bless a
host of other groups and short-term mission agencies that are sending people into the
short-term mission field at an ever-increasing rate.
The Project
Against this backdrop ofmy personal understanding I have found new reason to
hope that this dream of family participation in short-term mission experiences becomes
an operational norm and not just an exception to the mle. Throughout the Texas Annual
Conference of the United Methodist Church pastors have been called to prepare for,
measure, and report their activity in risk-taking mission and service. Bishop Janice Higgle
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Huie of the Texas Amiual Conference, in a series of addresses to the nine districts of this
conference, has said they need "not only [to] give money; but they need to value contact,
engagement and long temi relationships; measure impact by lives changed; and we need
to globalize by forming partnerships with sister churches and conferences" (116). The
mission of the church demands all churches, and not just the "mission churches" in the
denomination to accept the missional challenge of reaching the world for Christ. The
Church has been called to hear again the words of Joshua to the people of Israel, choose
as families to serve the Lord. The observation of God at work in the lives of families I
know and love, and the fresh and powerful directive of a denomination that has long been
accused of being a sleeping giant have come together in what I believe is a new
opportunity for families to be God's "witnesses in Jemsalem, and in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth" (Acts 1:8).
While interviewing families who participated together in the short-term mission
field, I was pleased to discover other families whose lives of faith were forever changed
by times offered in hands-on mission and service. The purpose of this smdy was to
determine the extent to which the short-term mission experience encourages spiritual
growth in the family, as measured by the practice of the spirimal disciplines of prayer,
participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others as a habit of faith, and
involvement in hands-on mission and service after the family participates together in a
short-term mission experience. My motivation for engaging in this study was to improve
the understanding of the family's faith development dynamics at work in the short-tenn
mission experience. The desired goal is to allow the results of this study to inform the
structuring of short-term mission experiences within the local church setting as well as
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the larger United Methodist Church so that families may receive the greatest possible
spiritual benefit.
Major Findings from Research Questions
Research Question #1 provided an opportunity to establish a benchmark for
understanding how the spirimal disciplines being measured were lived out in the lives of
the families prior to their participation in the short-term mission project. This benchmark
would later be vital for imderstanding any resulting growth in the families' lives of faith
after participating in the short-term mission experience. The question was answered by
means ofpersonal interviews widi the family-selected respondent. The respondents were
simply asked to describe their family's practice of the four spirimal disciplines; prayer,
participation in the faith community, giving to the needs of others, and hands on mission
and service prior to participating in the short-term mission experience. The major theme
that arises from this question deals with the concept of being held accountable for one's
spiritual growth.
The Need for Spiritual Accountability
One of the serendipitous discoveries that came out of this smdy was brought to
light when family respondents were asked to describe different aspects of their lives of
faith prior to participating in the short-term mission experience. I expected this research
question to be little more than a necessary building block that would provide foundadonal
information for the important discoveries that would come in subsequent research
questions; however, I encountered respondents showing reluctance and even difficulty
describing aspects of their family's life of faith. One of the interview respondents, when
asked to describe her families' lives of prayer prior to participating in the short-term
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mission experience offered die following response: "Umm, gosh diis is a hard one Tony,
as to how to put it into words." After an extended pause, she said, 'T guess what I need to
say is nothing consistenf (1-006). She, like many odiers, stmggled to admit an area of her
spiritual life as lacking and needing work. Her response was indicative of a number of
responses where the respondents stmggled to tell their own families' stories.
I account for this difficulty of telling the family 's story of faith in two ways. First,
the unfamiliarity with the interviewer may have added difficulty to the interview process.
Of all the questions that probed into the families' lives of faith the question that seemed
the hardest to answer was the one about prayer. This question was the first of four probes
into the family's life of faith, and it came after five to ten minutes of conversation where
demographic information was collected in the interview process. I asked the question
first, simply because I was following the model of the United Methodist membership
vows. That model lists these practices of faith in the order ofprayers, presence, gifts and
service {United Methodist Hymnal 48). As I reflect on the interviews, describing the
family's prayer life was potentially one of the most infimate questions asked in the
interview process. I asked people to reveal their faithfulness, or lack of faithfulness, in
their relationship with God dirough the disciplme ofprayer. The difficulty describing this
aspect of their family's life of faith is reminiscent of Adam and Eve hiding from the Lord
God as he walked toward them in the Garden ofEden (Gen. 3:8-10). In a similar manner,
it felt as if the respondents were somewhat naked and ashamed because of their perceived
shortcomings in this area of their faith.
From this vantage point, I can see where asking the quesfion later in the interview
process might have alleviated some of the participant's discomfort in answering the
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question. This simple reordering of questions would have allowed the family respondents
more time to build a sense of tmst with the interviewer before sharing the more intimate
details of the family 's prayer life. Recasting the question into an invitation to reflect,
instead of a "must respond" demand, might also have helped respondents feel more
comfortable speaking about their family's practice of prayer. An example of this question
recast might be: "If I were to ask you how your family's hfe of prayer now might be
different from your reliance on prayer before the mission trip would that be a fair
question?" The "if and "fair" parts of the question might soften the probative aspects of
the question, thus opening the door for spontaneous discovery and sharing.
The second and perhaps more cmcial accounting for the difficulty of responding
to this question might be answered by a general lack of spiritual accountability. Not a
single respondent in the interview sample described involvement in any kind of
accountability group when answering the questions regarding his or her family's
participation in the faith community or the life of the church. I suspect that many people
in the life of the church today have not been encouraged to gather regularly with people
who will hold them accountable for the disciplines of faith that will nurmre their life of
faith, so when an interviewer who is not far removed from a complete stranger asks them
to describe their life of faith, the question is met with a certain amount of fear and
uncertainty.
The United Methodist Church has strayed far away from the intentions ofWesley
who looked at such accountability and support stmcmres as vitally important to the
spirimal health of one's soul. The Methodist Societies and Bands fostered mutual
accountability and required obedience as well. "Wesley emphasized the importance of
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humility and obedience for spiritual growth" (Collins). Without the accountability
structures of other believers, the trajectory of spirimal growth is difficuh to maintain.
One of the interview participants described significant life changes that took place
shortly after his or her family's mission experience. These life changes pulled them out of
much of the activity in their faith community. The family opened a new restaurant, which
takes them out of Sunday morning worship most weeks. Prior to this life change, they
were extremely active in the life of the church. They now stmggle with their involvement
in the church. When the respondent described his family's prayer life before the trip and
his family's present prayer life, he said, "Things are extremely lacking." As they prepared
for the short-term mission experience and the team was asked to pray for specific prayer
foci, he said, they began to pray more. "We prayed a lot during the trip. And then
thereafter [the trip] we did. But now we're back to where we were before" (1-018).
As a family they are lacking the intense support, encouragement, and
accountability of the community of faith. The steps of spirimal growth that their family
made have just as quickly become steps of spiritual regression. I believe this family's
experience is an emphatic affirmation ofWesley's belief that those making significant
strides of faith need a community of support to bless and encourage those steps. George
Hunter understands Wesley on this matter to mean "awakening people without folding
them into redemptive cells does more harm than good!" (Hunter). Their withdrawal from
the community of faith because of their family's life changes have put them effectively
into a similar situation to what Hunter described.
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Benchmarking Spiritual Grow th
Research Question #2 took the benchmark understanding of each family's life of
faith shared in the personal interview and then assessed what spirimal growth actually
took place based on the respondent's follow-up answer. The two-step process for
evaluating this infomiation involved the respondent's answer to the question and then the
data coding panel's assessment of the actual spirimal growth taking place. The panel of
observers was familiarized with how this study understood No Growth, Some Growth,
Much Growth, and Substantial Growth. This two-step process yielded some interesting
and surprising results.
Often respondents would initially recognize little or no change in their family's
practice of the spiritual discipline. Those responses were always followed up with a
rewording of the initial question. "Then can you please describe for me that aspect of
your family's life of faith after participating in the short-term mission experience."
Several times after a respondent began describing their family's practice of the spirimal
discipline in question, they would be reminded of a new attitude or some new response
that was not a part of their life of faith prior to participating in the short-term mission
experience. My goal was not to change their answer, but by asking them again to simply
describe their practice of the spiritual discipline after participating in the short-term
mission experience, I was simply requesting them to share their family's story of faith. I
discovered that many of the faith steps that people take are so gradual that they are not
noticeably evident until the participants take the time to reflect upon their faith journey.
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Crossover Effects of Spiritual Disciplines
After compiling the initial anecdotal information for this study, I was expecting
families participating in the study to show similar growth in all the spiritual disciplines or
practices of faith being measured. The research indicated that my hopes and expectations
did not fiilly line up widi what was actually happening in the families' lives of faith. The
exciting observation is that every spiritual discipline measured showed some amount of
growth, hi fact, for each spiritual discipline, more than 50 percent of the family
respondents indicated that their families had realized some level of growth in their lives
of faith (see Table 4.2 p. 83).
The area that showed the least growth was giving to meet the needs of others.
This observ ation is particularly interesting because the poverty of the people that the
mission teams served was specifically mentioned by several of the respondents as one of
the things that stood out most in their minds when they reflected on the time that their
family spent together on the short-term mission experience. If a respondent mentioned
the poverty of the people they went to serve, two evenly divided and opposing responses
emerged. Either the spirimal practice of giving remained unchanged or the impact was so
great that people exemplified Much Growth (an attimdinal change with some new call to
action) or Substantial Growth (attitudinal change and new action were accompanied by
lifestyle transformation) because of that experience.
One of the respondents who was moved by the experience of coming face-to-face
with the poverty of the people he was going to serve told ofworking on a lady's house
with a U. M. Army team:
I was somewhat surprised that she [their client] had to leave while we
were there doing work for her. She said she had to go 'because she was
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going to go and serve in the food pantry in Hempstead that her church was
involved with.' As she described it, 'she was going to help poor people.'
She did not consider herself poor. We all would. She was retired, had little
to no income or cash at all. But she was going out to help serve poor
people and hand out food to them. That made an incredible impact on all
of us. (1-019)
For this family the spiritual discipline of giving was scored as Much Growth. The
experience resulted in an attimdinal change regarding the spiritual act of giving as well as
a change in their habits or practices of giving. This response seems to indicate that for
this family the resulting spiritual growth of the short-term mission experience was very
giving centered.
Those who wimessed and remember distinctly the poverty and yet remained
unchanged in their spiritual practice of giving failed to detail any sacrificial acts of
giving. They did not tell of sacrificial acts of givmg that they witnessed or in which they
participated in while on the short-term mission experience. The implication drawn from
this observation suggests that in order to help people grow in particular aspects of their
lives of faith, mission team leaders need to find ways to help them actually experience
and participate in that dimension of their faith in a greater way.
Hands-on mission and service, the spiritual discipline that showed the greatest
growth rate, is the one spirimal discipline in which every respondent and every family
who participated in the study was directly involved. Of the families who participated in
the study 80 percent showed at least Some Growth, meaning an attitudinal shift, 65
percent of the families showed Much Growth, meaning they coupled the attitudinal
change with some new course of action. One of the famihes in the study told of life
changes that represented Substantial Growth in this area of their life of faith.
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The respondent for tlie family that showed Substantial Growth told of how they
served the people of El Salvador building the first Methodist Church in that country. The
respondent indicated that they came home so touched by the fact that the poverty they
saw in the lives of the El Salvadorans' did not diminish the El Salvadorans' love for the
Lord. In fact he talked about how conspicuous the wealth of the mission team was
compared to the people they were serving. Upon returning to the States the family started
cleaning out closets and giving away possessions because they no longer fit with the
minimalist lifestyle they felt compelled to live after working alongside the people ofEl
Salvador (1-022).
Spiritual Growth Process or Spiritual Growth Event
The most surprising observation in this study was how few responses were
considered to represent Substantial Growth. The short-term mission teams from which
the initial stories in Chapter 1 of this smdy came had fewer than ten families total
participating. From those ten families were four families who experienced spirimal
growth that would be understood as Substantial Growth. Tlie expectation was that when
the research sample size was twice as large, one would expect to leam of significantly
more families experiencing Substantial Growth in their practice of spiritual disciplines as
a result of their participating together in the short-term mission experience. The data
shows something very different. The data coding panel saw three responses in two
different families that would be considered Substantial Growth (see Appendix L). The
question that begs an answer is why so few families tell faith stories that represent
Substantial Growth.
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I believe the answer can be found in the ways that the short-term mission teams
prepare for the short-term mission experience itself U. M. Army asks for adult leaders to
go to a one-day training one or two months prior to the short-temi mission experience.
There is also a day or two ofwork just before the trip to collect equipment and make final
preparations before the team embarks upon the short-term mission experience. However,
most of the physical and spiritual preparation ofwhich participants are a part does not
happen until the day the team leaves for the short-term mission experience. Churches will
often commission the U. M. Army team before they send them off on Sunday morning.
All other spirimal and physical preparations of the participants happen as the teams start
arriving at the church that will serve as the host for the camp.
Many of the PIM mission trips operate in a similar manner. Team leaders are the
ones who bear the brunt ofmaking the physical preparations. Families are responsible for
providing room in their luggage for any equipment that needs to be taken to support the
efforts of the team. Usually the cost of the short-term mission experience is divided
equally and paid by the individuals going on the short-term mission experience. One or
two mformational meetings are held to make sure that everyone's questions are answered
and they know what their role will be throughout the week. This approach is a fairly
functional and efficient way to assign tasks, divide responsibilities, and answer questions.
Both of these approaches to the short-term mission experience lacked the
longimdinal preparation that draws a team into a covenant community where
accountability and spiritual growth are fostered. The short-term mission teams in which
the four families at die beginning of this study took part all began making preparations
nine to twelve months in advance. The necessary spiritual and physical preparations were
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spelled out and all team members had to covenant from the very beginning to be a part of
building a team. Preparations included monthly team meetings, fund-raising events,
focused prayer, and times to fellowship togedier before anyone even considered going to
the airport. All children participating in the short-term mission experience were expected
to participate in the very same manner as the adults. In the monthly meetings, the teams
learned about the Belizean culture, were recmited as teachers and worship leaders for the
week, lifted up prayer foci for the team and the Belizean people, and made preparations
for all that would be done while serving on the short-term mission experience.
Following the short-term mission experience, the team hosted an appreciation
dinner in which all the supporters of the team were invited to enjoy a traditional Belizean
dinner. Team members put together a PowerPoint show of the week and gave testimony
to all that God had done in them and through them.
If a worthwhile goal is to help families experience Substantial Growth, then I
would suggest that mission team leaders need to look at the short-term mission
experience not as a spiritual growth event ofwhich families are encouraged to be a part
but as a transformational process. This process should include extensive spiritual and
physical preparation prior to the short-term mission experience, significant input and
interaction with the people they are going to serve, and finally, some way to bring that
attitude and understandmg of service home and put it into practice in the normal daily
paces of life after the short-term mission experience.
The Work of the Cruise Director
Research Question #3 asked the family respondents to name the aspects of the
short-term mission trip that most encouraged spiritual growth in the life of the family.
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Like Research Question #1, Research Question #3 was also answered by means of
personal interviews. One of the respondents best described the intent of this question
when he was try ing to make sure he understood how to answer the question. He said, "So
you're the cruise director trying to plan the next cmise and you want to make sure
everyone has the best experience possible" (1-005). His analogy perfectly described the
intent of the question. Short-term mission team leaders need to partly understand their
role as planning for the faith de\ elopment of the families that participate in the short-term
mission experience. The responses to this question fell into one of five categories: (1)
daily worship opportunities on the short-term mission experience, (2) interactions with
the local faith community, (3) community of the short-term mission team, (4)
participation in the short-term mission experience with family, and (5) the act of serving
itself
Daily worship opportunities. Eight of the respondents said that worship was the
most cmcial part of the experience. Every person interviewed said that worship took
place at least once a day. Usually worship was a part of their schedule two or three times
a day: moming and evening, or maybe morning, evening, and noontime devotions. My
inifial assumptions did not expect worship to be such an important factor precipitating
change in the lives of the families participating. Families that are likely to go on short-
term mission experiences are generally some of the more active people in the life of the
congregation, which means in the United Methodist tradition they are likely to be in
worship about three to four times a month because Sunday evening and midweek services
are not a priority in most United Methodist churches.
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A short-term mission experience in which participants are in the mission field five
days worshipping twice a day means that participants will worship as much in those five
days as they would over an enfire three-month period in their nomral worship patterns at
home. The sheer repetition of the worship experiences is likely to change the ways that
our families are looking for and listenmg to the leading ofGod's Holy Spirit in their
lives. In many ways the family mission trip creates the opportunity for families to
participate in a week long revival-type setting without the myriad of distractions and
activities that vie for the attention and time of families.
Local faith communitj'. The other factor that was repeatedly mentioned as being
instmmental in helping families grow in their lives of faith was their interacdon with the
local faith community that they went to serve. This factor was mentioned by eight of the
family respondents. When the family respondents spoke of the people they served, they
made mention of the friendships that were built and the understanding they gained of
people in another community or even another culmre. Mostly these families mentioned
the grafitude and the appreciation that was offered by the residents of the local
community that they went to serve.
It is interesting to note the significance of gratitude as a factor in family faith
development. I believe that service offered by the short-term mission participants to their
neighbor in their home community would be received with a similar grafitude. Famihes
could potentially be overwhelmed with the gratitude of their neighbors on a regular basis.
However, the gratitude that the mission team participants received was so overwhelming,
that it seems this kind of service was a very new experience for the short-term mission
participants. I would encourage pastors and short-term mission leaders to find
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opportunities for families who have served on short-tenn mission experiences to offer
similar service in their home communides. This type of intentional servant mindset will
help families make missional service more of a lifestyle than an event, which in mm
helps families experience lasting spiritual growth.
Mission team community. The sense of community fostered by the short-term
mission team was mentioned by three respondents as being the key component that
fostered spirimal growth in their families' spirimal lives. The nature of time spent
together during a short-term mission experience is quite different from typical
participation in the life of the church or the faith community. Most people typically come
to church putting their best foot forward trying to hide many of the imperfections of life.
Church should be the one place where tme personas are safely expressed and accepted.
The late Mike Yaconelli, owner and founder ofYouth Specialties, often voiced concern
regarding the way people live their lives in the church. In fact at the time of his death, he
was writing a book with a title he credits to Eugene Peterson, called Impersonating
Ourselves. In an article on this very subject, Yaconnelli remembers a time when he had
become a stranger to himself because of the false persona he was living and putting out to
the world (Yaconelli).
The short-term mission experience places participants in an environment where
many of the layers of false persona are peeled away. The likelihood of seeing people for
who they really are on the short-term mission experience is great. This personal character
revelation was underscored by one of the respondents who said that they experienced an
amplified sense of community (I-OOl). Over the course of the week, participants leam
what everyone is really like when they are tired, hot, and frustrated. The nature of
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community life on a short-temi mission experience amplifies times of exasperation and
times of great celebration making it difficult to wear an impersonal mask that hides true
feelings and emofions. The short-term mission experience creates a sense of common
purpose that serves to bond the short-term mission team members as a community of
faith that nurtures tme relafionships.
Kenn Munn, the pastor of FaithQuest UMC in Humble, Texas, recognizing the
lack of relationships within his suburban community, preached a sermon to his
congregation where he asked a very poignant question for today's generation: "Are you
relationally dehydrated?" Joy recognizes the same plight in today's society and suggests
that individuals maintain at least twenty to twenty five significant relationships to keep
their emotional world from becoming relationally at risk. The picture that Joy offers to
help make this concept clear is that of a hand held trampoline. Relationally healthy
people need at least four to five people on each side of their trampoline who know the
ups and downs of their life to continue to provide the necessary support. One of the
necessary sides of the trampoline includes associates from work and recreation and
friends from church (Bonding p. 1 1-13). I would suggest that many of the people in this
research project who credited the mission team community for aiding their families'
spiritual growth fotmd in that community people to help fill out their trampoline.
Family participation. The response that was most desired from the standpoint of
this study was family participation. Four of the families responded that what impacted the
spiritual growth in the lives of their families more than anything else was the fact that
they were able to share that experience with those closest to them. The one family whose
experience revealed the greatest level of growth in the research sample indicated that
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family was the driving factor for their family's faith development after that week shared
together. The respondent related die story of an evenmg spent together in El Salvador.
After worship, their family sat outside the church and watched the sunset with friends
from the El Salvadoran church. He said, "We sat there together as a family, an actual
family and my friends. . . and it stmck me that we were brothers because we believe in
and serve the same God" (1-020). The respondent is able to offer to those he came to
serve in El Salvador the same familial understanding of affection that he offers to his
parents and siblings.
Ideally more than 20 percent of the respondents would define family participation
as the defining factor for spirimal growth in the final part of the interview; however, I
believe I have discovered one of those circumstances where family participation affected
people more than they realized and they simply did not think to name it. I suggest that the
presence of the family is like die air we breathe. Air is needed to live, and yet it can not
be seen, tasted, or touched. When it is taken away, however, those experiencing its
absence are quickly left gasping for breath. Those who point to family participation as the
key influential component of the short-term mission experience recognize the blessings
of the God-given community and know they are blessed by it. Others can be equally
blessed without a conscious realization ofwhat it is doing for them.
I would recommend to fumre short-term mission leaders that they let people know
the potential blessings of family participation in the short-term mission experience during
the preparatory discipleship and planning phase. Families that are looking for these
spirimal benefits are probably more likely to find the spiritual blessings for which they
are searching.
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Hands-on mission and service. The most obvious and the least mentioned aspect
of the short-temi mission experience to influence families' hves of faith was the actual
mission work itself Only two respondents mentioned the work or service component as
encouraging growth in their lives of faith. My only knowledge of these respondents is
what I learned from the time we spent in the interview; however, I suspect they are the
kind of people who step back after a long day's work in the yard or any other physical
task and take a moment to enjoy surveying their work and all that has been accomplished.
One of the respondents mentioned how much his "teenagers got mmed on [energized] by
doing something to accomplish a common goal" (1-019). The freshly manicured lawn that
he is looking over is the growth, maturity, and sense of accomplishment that his young
people are experiencing. He taught his children to practice their fahh through acts of
service. Through these actions they have the opportunity to experience what Sjogren
suggests is the work of the Holy Spirit manifested in their actions. From the vantage point
ofwatchmg his children, the father enjoys the privilege ofwitaessing Fowler's
understanding ofmovement in stage development in his children's lives.
Important Instructions for the Cruise Director
The four most mentioned vitally important factors for spiritual growth, ( 1 ) daily
worship opportunities, (2) the local faith community, (3) the mission team community
and (4) family participation in the short-term mission experience, all have one thing in
common. They center on a very strong relational component focus. Worship emphasizes
the relationship with God and the relationship with other believers. The local faith
community whom the short-term mission teams are going serve helps participants find
sionificant ways to expand their relational network. Every mission team that I have ever
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led hears me say again and again, "Tlirough this mission experience it is my belief that
you will discover the world is a lot smaller than you ever imagined and the church is a lot
bigger than you ever imagined." When respondents mention the mission team community
they are recognizing, they remrn home with a stronger relational network in their daily
living. Many of the participants will see team members on a daily basis and so their
support network back home w ill be stronger because of their participation in the short-
term mission experience. When respondents mention family, they are recognizing that
their everyday network is stronger because of the time they shared together. I believe this
strong relational component is part of the genius of the short-term mission experience for
developing people's faith.
Dan Schutte's hymn "Here I Am, Lord" is often sung as a commissioning song
for short-term mission teams just before they go out to serve. I think that part of the
reason that it is often sung is because it speaks of the strong relational component that is
so vital to the ministry of short-term mission work. The choms says, "Here I Am, Lord. Is
it I Lord? I have heard you calling in the night. I will go Lord, if you lead me. I will hold
your people in my heart" (Schutte). The melody has an almost haunting refrain that
reminds the worshiper how lost humanity is without those relationships that nurture,
strengthen, and support lives of faith; however, Schutte goes on to suggest that the
worshiper can find fiilfillment and opportunity to feast and celebrate by answering God's
call, following him, and holding God's people close at heart. The cmise directors of
future short-term mission experiences need to help the families that they take into the
short-term mission field build relationships. Families that participate together in the
short-term mission experience need to view their short-term mission experience as an
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oppormnity to strengthen their own familial bonds, grow in their love for the Lord
through faithful obedience and worship, and reach out to one another and the people they
have been called to serve.
Limitations of the Study
I observed several limitations in the course of this research project that if taken
into account might enable fumre studies to draw stronger conclusions.
Interviewing Youth
The protocol established for selecting the participants required an interview of the
first twenty families who fit the research parameters. The other stipulation for
determining the sample of interview respondents allowed families to self-select the
person who would serve as the family spokesperson. In most cases the instmment used to
collect the data worked well to help gain a good understanding of the families'
experience on the short-term mission experience and how that affected their lives of faith.
One family tried to offer a fresh perspective to the study by asking me to interview their
eleven year old son. The conversation with this interview respondent was very brief and
to the point. I tried to redirect questions so that they might be more easily understood by
someone of his age, and I found that my re-direction still did not add significantly to the
information that I learned about his family's short-term mission experience or how it
affected his family's hfe of faith.
If I were to do this study again I would make one or two corrections to my data
collection protocol. It would be helpfhl to recommend a minimum age for respondents.
Suggesting a minimum age for respondents helps to ensure that all research participants
have the cognitive abilities to understand the concepts being asked and also have
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sufficient vocabulary so as to articulate an answer that offers a meaningful response. If a
minimum age limitation is deemed too restrictive to the family's self-selection of an
interview respondent, then I would specifically design my probative questions with
younger persons in mind.
Participant Consistency
My instmctions to pastors, U. M. Army camp directors, and PIM mission team
leaders apparently left room for interpretafion as to exacdy what I was looking for in the
way of a research sample. On three different occasions, I had started the interview and in
the course of gathering the demographic data discovered that they did not meet the
qualifications set forth for the study. While I continued with the interview, I was not able
to include their data in my research sample of twenty respondents. I discovered the
research protocol needs to require an intentional check of all potential participants'
qualifications before the interview begins to improve the efficiency of the interview
process.
Leadership Consistency among Short-Term Mission Experiences
As a lifelong participant in the church, I have had the opportunity to be a part of
literally hundreds of trips, retreats, and seminars. Many of those changedmy thinking,
challenged my faith, and encouraged me to look at how I might live my life in a more
Christlike manner. Invariably some of these activities were not as well planned, lacked
organization, or were led by someone who did not have the charisma of the last great
leader who touched my soul. Drawing from such a large number of short-term mission
experiences to come up with a test sample of twenty families, I am sure that the quality of
leadership on short-term mission experiences was not consistent. Some families may
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have been blessed by more exceptional leadership that helped them to experience greater
spiritual growth dian other families.
Specific Recommendations for Ministry
My goal is to bless the ministries of First United Methodist Church, Madisonville,
where I currently serve and churches throughout the Texas Annual Conference that have
been called to employ their congregations in risk-taking mission and service. I am
hopeful that what has been discovered here can be a blessing to the mission-sending
agencies of the church that regularly send thousands of people each year into the short-
term mission field. In that light I make the following recommendations.
Encouraging Family Participation in Short-Term Missions
Because eighteen out of twenty families (90 percent) who participated together in
short-term mission experiences reported at least some growth in their practice of spirimal
disciplines after participating as a family in a short-term mission experience, I strongly
encourage the involvement and participation of families in short-term mission endeavors.
In my own congregation, I am championing ways to involve young people as soon as
possible in the hands-on mission and service opportunities of the church. I encourage
churches to look at ways to overcome the financial hurdles involved with taking entire
families on the short-term mission experience.
Encouraging Faith Development Curriculum with Mission Trips
Because the research suggests the importance of a longimdinal preparation for
participants in the short-term mission experience, I am encouraging our mission
committee to set a schedule and start planning mission trips twelve to eighteen months in
advance. Extensive advance prepartion allows time for families and all mission team
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participants to be a part of building a covenant community that will go to the mission
field with adequate physical and spirimal preparation to bless the people they go to serve
and also the team members who serve alongside them.
Intentionally Building Communit> into Short-Term Mission Experiences
In light of the fact that the relational component of the short-term mission
experience appears overwhelmingly to encourage spirimal growth in the lives of the
participants, I offer the following relational recommendations. I want to encourage all
mission team leaders to look diligently at what they are doing to foster stronger
relationships among the families and team members who participate in the short-term
mission experience. Mission team leaders also need to be encouraged to help foster
strong relationships with the people they go to serve and with the God who has called
them into mission and ministry.
Directions for Further Study
Recognizing the introductory nature of this smdy, dealing with family
participafion in the short-term mission trip, many quesfions remain unanswered.
Long-Term Implications for Short-Term Mission Families
In the interview process one of the family respondents wanted to tell me about a
host of other mission trips in which he and his family had participated in the past. Short-
term mission work had apparently become a passion for their family, and they routinely
planned their family vacations so that they could participate in various short-term mission
experiences. The question that needs to be answered is, "How is this type of dedication
and commitment passed on to the next generation?"
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Implications of Theological Background
One family that I interviewed was from a Roman Catholic background. They
were anxious to participate and had a very positive experience on their short-term
mission experience. I was not able to include them in the research sample because of the
limitation requiring all respondents to be affdiated with United Methodist congregations.
I was intrigued to hear how someone from a Roman Catholic background looked at
spiritual disciplines or practices of faith very differently. The responses did not fit
paradigms I knew or understood very well. What is the effect of family participation in
the short-term mission experience with persons from other faith traditions?
Family Participation Compared to Individual Participation
The results of the smdy overwhelmingly showed that the families interviewed,
experienced the blessings of a stronger life of faith after participating in the short-term
mission experience. However, this study is limited in its ability to determine the extent to
which other factors aided the families' growth in their life of faith. Future smdies might
be able to get a better understanding of the specific benefits of family participation in the
short-term mission experience by interviewing a control group of individuals who
participated in the short-term mission experience. This research method would allow for
a side-by-side comparison of family participation and individual participation in the
short-term mission experience, thus giving a clearer understanding of the family
dynamics at work.
A Deeper Look into the Family's Life of Faith
As previously stated, the average length of interview in this research project was
about eighteen minutes. While twenty of these eigliteen minute interviews generated a
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significam amount of data concerning a family 's life of faith, there are a myriad of other
ways to explore the changing dynamics of faith taking place in the lives of families that
participate together in the short-temi mission experience. A longitudinal study that looks
at specific aspects of a family's life of faith at several different marker points after the
short-term mission experience would be one example, thus shedding more light on the
long term effects of the topic at hand. Other spiritual habits or practices of faith may also
serve as measurable markers for die spiritual growth taking place in a family's life of
faith.
Project Summary
In this chapter I have shared the motivating factors in my life to encourage the
research in the area of family participation in the short-term mission experience. The
research has indicated that the spirimal life of families can be greatly enriched when they
participate together in short-term mission experiences; however, like any plan to disciple
people in their faith intentionality and commitment are of utmost priority. As shared
earlier, spiritual growth in the family comes through a process and not an event. Many of
the respondents made comments to suggest that their families' participation in the short-
tenn mission experience was another step in their families' spiritual journeys. It was a
significant step, but it was still only part of the journey. I applaud the astuteness of that
observation. A commitment to nurturing the family's faith with that kind of
understanding will provide untold opportunities for both parents and children to lead lives
that continually grow to be more Christ-like.
The witness of families such as those in this study who have made significant
strides in their faith by learning to serve their God's people stands as an encouragement
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to all. The biblical record is clear. God desires families to nurture and encourage one
another as they meet the needs of their neighbor whether they live next door or around
the world. The literature in the areas of family systems and faith development offers
flirther encouragement to the formadve power of families engaging in this type of
service, and the families who engaged in this study have bom witness to the fact that God
is working in their lives to reveal himself in their family and to the world around them
through their service. I am humbled by the opportunity to hear their stories and
encouraged by the w itness of faith that so many have shared. I only hope that the words
on these pages can encourage other families as much as they have encouraged my faith
practices and the faith practices ofmy family.
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APPENDIX A
E-Mail to PIM Team Leaders
Date
P.I.M. Team Leaders;
Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Tony McCollum, and 1 am the Pastor
of First United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas.
I want to thank you for the work that you do to advance the mission of Christ
through Partners in Mission. As a PIM Mission Team Leader myself, I appreciate the
incredible task that you took on as a PIM Mission Team Leader.
I am writing to you today to ask for your help with my dissertation research. The
title ofmy dissertation is "Short-Term Family Missions: A Smdy of Family Faith
Development." The project involves interviewing individuals from twenty families who
participated together in a short-term mission experience in the past year.
My goal is to identify the changes in faith development that occur when families
participate together in the short-term mission experience.
I am requesting your help in identifying families who participated together in the
short-term mission experience. My criterion for identifying these families is as follows:
Primarily we are looking for families where mother, father, and a majority of the resident
children participated together. Single parent families are not excluded from this study.
However, typical nuclear families where one of the parents chooses not to participate in
the short-term mission experience need to be excluded because of the divided focus in
family leadership. The ideal scenario only includes families where all resident children
participated in the short-term mission experience. However, in order to ensure a
sufficiently large sample of twenty families exceptions may need to be made to include
families where at least a majority of the resident children participated in the short-term
mission experience so that the prevailing influence of the children will be those that
participated.
Would you be so kind as to share with me e-mail addresses and phone numbers of
families who participated in your short-term mission experience(s) and met the above
criterion. My goal is to make contact with these families, explain the purpose of this
study and request their help as a participant in this study. Please e-mail this information
to tonvmccollum(a)iuno.com at your earliest convenience. It is my hope to begin some of
the interviews by the end of the week.
Again, thank you for your help with this project. I look forward to sharing with
you any non-confidential information I obtain that may help the church better understand
ways to employ families in the short-term mission field. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX B
E-Mail to U. M. Army Camp Directors
Date
U.M. Army Camp Directors;
Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Tony McCollum, and I am the Pastor
of First United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas.
I want to thank you for the work that you do to advance the mission of Christ
through U.M Army. As a former U.M Army Programs Director and Color Group
Leader, I appreciate the incredible task that you took on as a U.M. Army Camp Director.
I am writing to you today to ask for your help with my dissertation research. The
title ofmy dissertation is "Short-Term Family Missions: A Smdy of Family Faith
Development." The project involves interviewing individuals from twenty families who
participated together in a short-term mission experience in the past year.
My goal is to identify the changes in faith development that occur when families
participate together in the short-term mission experience.
I am requesting your help in identifying families who participated together in the
short-term mission experience. My criterion for identifying these families is as follows:
Primarily we are looking for families where mother, father, and a majority of the resident
children participated together. Single parent families are not excluded from this smdy.
However, typical nuclear families where one of the parents chooses not to participate in
the short-term mission experience need to be excluded because of die divided focus in
family leadership. The ideal scenario only includes families where all resident children
participated in the short-term mission experience. However, in order to ensure a
sufficiently large sample of twenty families exceptions may need to be made to include
families where at least a majority of the resident children participated in the short-term
mission experience so that the prevailing influence of the children will be those that
participated.
Would you be so kind as to share with me e-mail addresses and phone numbers of
families who participated in your U.M. Army camp and met the above criterion. My goal
is to make contact with these families, explain the purpose of this study and request their
help as a participant in this study. Please e-mail this information to
tonvmccollum(a:'iuno.com at your earliest convenience. It is my hope to begin some of
the interviews by the end of the week.
Again, thank you for your help with this project. 1 look forward to sharing with
you any non-confidential information I obtain that may help the church better understand
ways to employ families in the short-term mission field. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX C
Phone Contact Protocol for Pastors of Churches with Mission Programs
1 . I introduced myself:
� Tony McCollum
� Pastor ofFirst United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas
2. I explained why they were contacted to help with the study
� Your church has an acti\ e missions program including U.M. Army and PIM
trips.
3. Statement of Purpose
� The purpose of the study is to identify changes in faith development that occur
when families participate together in the short-term mission experience.
� The project involves interviewing individuals from twenty families who
participated together in a short-term mission experience in the past year.
4. Request of Pastor
� I am requesting your help in identifying families who participated together in
the short-term mission experience.
� My criterion for identifying these families is as follows: Primarily we are
looking for families where mother, father and a majority of the resident
children participated together. Single parent families are not excluded from
this study. However, typical nuclear families where one of the parents chooses
not to participate in the short-term mission experience need to be excluded
because of the divided focus in family leadership.
� The ideal scenario only includes families where all resident children
participated in the short-term mission experience. However, in order to ensure
a sufficiently large sample of twenty families exceptions may need to be made
to include families where at least a majority of the resident children
participated in the short-term mission experience so that the prevailing
influence of the children will be those that participated.
� Would you be so kind as to share with me email addresses and phone numbers
of families who participated in your U.M. Army camp or PIM trip and met the
above criterion.
� My goal is to make contact with these families, explain the purpose of this
study and request their help as a participant in this study.
5. Close of call
� Thank you for your willingness to provide potential participant information
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APPENDIX D
E-Mail to Potential PIM Interview Families
Dear
Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Tony McCollum, and I am the Pastor
of First United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas.
I want to thank you for the work that you do to advance the mission ofChrist
through Partners in Mission. I am frequently involved in PIM mission trips myself and
have found great joy in serving God's people in this way.
I am writing to you today to ask for your help with my dissertation research. The
tide ofmy dissertation is "Short-Term Family Missions: A Study of Family Faith
Development." The project involves interviewing individuals from twenty families who
participated together in a short-term mission experience in the past year.
My goal is to identify the changes in faith development that occur when families
participate together in the short-tenn mission experience.
Your family was referred to me by your PIM Team Leader because you fit the
specific requirement of family participation in the short-term mission experience.
I would like to ask you to participate in a telephone interview about your family's
short-term mission experience. If your family would be willing to participate in a 25
minute telephone interview, please choose a family spokesperson to conduct the
interview. The spokesperson should be knowledgeable and willing to speak about the
family's short-term mission experience and your family's hfe of faith.
I want to offer you my strongest assurance as a pastor and a researcher that your
personal information will be kept in confidence and that no one outside of the research
team wdl see it without your permission.
I will be calling you within the week to determine your willingness to participate
and to schedule and interview time.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you can offer. I believe this study has
the potential to positively impact the ways that we employ families in the short-term
mission work of the church. I look forward to speaking with you soon.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX E
E-Mail to Potential U. M. Army Interview Families
Dear
Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Tony McCollum, and I am the Pastor
ofFirst United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas.
I want to thank you for the work that you do to advance the mission of Christ
through U.M. Army. I am frequently involved in U.M. Army myself and have found
great joy in serv ing God's people in this way.
I am writing to you today to ask for your help with my dissertation research. The
title ofmy dissertation is "Short-Term Family Missions: A Smdy of Family Faith
Development." The project involves interviewing individuals from twenty families who
participated together in a short-term mission experience in the past year.
My goal is to identify the changes in faith development that occur when families
participate together in the short-term mission experience.
Your family was referred to me by your U.M. Army Camp Director because you
fit the specific requirement of family participation in the short-term mission experience.
I would like to ask you to participate in a telephone interview about your family's
short-term mission experience. If your family would be willing to participate in a 25
minute telephone interview, please choose a family spokesperson to conduct the
interview. The spokesperson should be knowledgeable and willing to speak about the
family's short-term mission experience and your family's hfe of faith.
I want to offer you my strongest assurance as a pastor and a researcher that your
personal information will be kept in confidence and that no one outside of the research
team will see it without your permission.
I will be calling you within the week to determine your willingness to participate
and to schedule and interview time.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you can offer. I believe this smdy has
the potential to positively impact the ways that we employ families in the short-term
mission work of the church. I look forward to speaking with you soon.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX F
Participant Phone Contact Protocol
I introduced myself:
� Tony McCollum
� Pastor ofFirst United Methodist Church in Madisonville, Texas
Restate Purpose of the Study
� The purpose of this study is to identify die changes in faith development that
occur when families participate together in the short-term mission experience.
� It will be strictly confidential, and not one outside the team will see it without
your permission.
� The interview will take about 25 minutes.
Determine willingness to participate
� Would you be willing to participate?
Determine Family Spokesperson
� Has your family determined who will act as the family spokesperson?
� Who have you chosen?
Schedule a time to conduct the interview
� Would you be available on (date) at (time)
for a telephone interview?
I promised to send confirmation of time for the interview
� Thank you
� I will send you an e-mail confirming the time
� Verify e-mail address
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APPENDIX G
Parricipant Confirmation E-Mail
Date
Dear
I want to thank you for consenting to help my with my dissertation research. The
title ofmy dissertation is "Short-Term Family Missions: A Study of Family Faith
Development."
The project involves identifying the changes in faith development that occur when
families participate together in the short-term mission experience. As I mentioned in our
telephone conversation the interviews will be recorded. This is simply to free me from
having to write down your responses so that I can concentrate on what you are saying.
These recordings will be used only by me and those who will assist me with the data
analysis. Any use of the interview will protect your anonymity.
I thank you in advance for your willingness to share your family's faith story.
Your interview is scheduled for (date) at (time) and
should last about 25 minutes.
Again, thank you for helping me with this project. I look forward to hearing how
God has been at work in your life and the life of your family.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX H
Participant Thank-You E-Mail
Date
Dear Participant Name,
I want to thank you for sharing your family's story of faith development. It has
been an incredible blessing to hear how God is doing such wonderful things in your life
and the lives of your family members as you serve around the world.
I am planning to complete this project by May 2008. I will be compiling the data
from twenty interviews into an article on how family participation in the short-term
mission experience affects a family's faith development. If you would like to know more
about this research, please feel free to email me at ton\anccollum@iuno.com. I will be
glad to share it with you.
Again, thank you for allowing me to journey into your family's life of faith. I
celebrate all that God is doing in your midst. I pray that God will continue to bless you,
your family and the people you serve together.
Grace and Peace,
Tony McCollum
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APPENDIX I
Interview Protocols
1. Introduce myself:
� Tony McCollum
� Pastor of First United Methodist Church Madisonville, TX
2. Thank them for participation in this smdy:
I remind you that the interview today is being recorded. This is simply to
free me from having to write down your responses, so I can concentrate on
what you are saying. These recordings will only be used by me and those
who assist me with data analysis. Any use of the interview will protect
your anonymity. I also thank you in advance, for sharing your story.
3. Explain the purpose of the study:
� The purpose of the study is to explore the ways that family participation in
short-term mission experiences changes a family's practices of faith.
� I want to do that by simply letting you tell your story.
� The interview will be recorded and reviewed for data analysis.
� The detailing of any information you share will protect the anonymity of
you and your family.
� The interview should take approximately 25-30 minutes.
4. Interview Consent
� Are you willing to participate in this interview in order to assist in the
research pertaining to family faith development in the short-term mission
experience? Do you understand that the interview will be recorded and
agree to have your conversation recorded? Do you understand that any use
of the interview data will protect your anonymity and the anonymity of
your family members as well and will not be used for any other purpose
without your expressed permission? If you agree to these conditions please
offer your consent.
5. Interviewee Demographics:
� Please tell me the names of all family members who participated in the
short-term mission experience.
� Please tell me your family's church affdiation?
� Where did your family serve during the recent short-term mission
experience?
� How long were you in the field with the short-term mission team?
� What type ofproject was the main focus of the short-term mission
experience?
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� How many short-temi mission experiences has your family participated
in?
� Were you chosen by the family to be the household spokesperson in this
interview?
� Why were you chosen as the spokesperson for your family with this
interview?
6. Inter\ iew Question: Please tell me about the short-term mission experience that
you and your family recently participated in.
� Prompt question: Could you please tell me more about your experience?
7. Interview Questions Focusing on Prayers
� Describe your family's hfe ofprayer prior to participating in the short-
term mission experience.
� Can you describe your family's life ofprayer after participating in the
short-term mission experience?
8. Interview Questions Focusing on Presence
� Describe your family's participation in the faith community prior to your
short-term mission experience.
� Describe your family's participation in the faith community after your
short-term mission experience.
9. Interview Questions Focusing on Gifts
� Describe your family's spiritual practice of giving prior to participating in
the short-term mission experience.
� Describe your family's spirimal practice of giving after participating in the
short-term mission experience.
10. Interview Questions Focusing on Hands-On Mission and Service
� Describe your family's activity in hands-on mission and service prior to
participating in the short-term mission experience.
� Describe your family's activity in hands-on mission and service after
participating in the short-term mission experience.
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1 1 . Interview Question
� What element(s) of the short-term mission experience encouraged the
greatest change in the faith practices of your family?
12. Interview Questions:
� How did the short-term mission experience change the faith practices of
your family?
i. Prompt Question�How did the short-term mission experience
change the spiritual habits of your family?
13. Close the interview:
� Do you have any questions
� Thank you for your participation.
� Could I pray with you?
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Appendix J
Inter-Rater Coding Sheet
Coder #
Participant #
Validation
I-OOl
Pravers
No Growth
1
Presence
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Validation
1-002
Pravers
No Growth
1
Presence
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Ser\'ice
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
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I-OOl Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Grovith
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-002 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Ser\ace
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtli
4
1-003 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtli
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growtli
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growtli
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growtli
3
Substantial Growth
4
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1-004 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-005 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-006 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growdi
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growdi
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growtli
3
Substantial Growth
4
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1-007 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-008 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growdi
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growli
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
I
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-009 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtli
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtli
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
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I-OlO Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
I-Oll Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
I
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-012 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtii
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growlh
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtii
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
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1-013 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substandal Growth
4
1-014 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substandal Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-015 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtii
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growdi
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
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1-016 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
-)
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growdi
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-017 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-018 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtii
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growdi
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growtii
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
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1-019 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
~)
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some GrowUi
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
1-020 Pravers
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Presence
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Gifts
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
Hands-On Mission and Service
No Growth
1
Some Growth
2
Much Growth
3
Substantial Growth
4
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Appendix K
Inter-Rater Coding Instructions
No Growth
� Did not answer question
� Stated "no change" and didn't follow with any description of change
� Didn't describe any change
Some Growth
� Attitude Change
� Describes a change in attitude but no action involved
� Examples
o "We felt like we should ..."
o "It made us realize ..."
Much Growth
� Attitude Change + Action
� Describes a change in attimde and puts that attitude into action
� Examples
o "We felt we should be . . .so we started ..."
o "We've now made that a regular part of . . ."
o "We go every year ..."
Substantial Growth
� Attitude Change + Action + Lifestyle Transformation
� Describes a change in attitude and puts that attitude into action to the point of
a lifestyle transformation
� Not simply "we go on a trip every year now"
� Example
o "I'm becoming a full-time missionary"
o "I now go every year and have become the banner ofmissions in my
church and in my community"
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Appendix L
Inter-Rater Coded Data
Valid Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
I-OOl � No Growth � No Growth � No Growlh � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growlh ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? SiAstantial Qavlli ? Substantial Qowtti ? Substantial GiDwfli ? Substantial Qowlh ? Suhstantial Growti
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growlh ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial GniMlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growth ? Suhstantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth
? Substantial QpcMtli ? Substantial Growfti ? Substant.Growtli ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mis.sion & Service Mission & Sei"vice Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? SubstantialGimfc ? SulDStantial Growii ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli
Valid Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
1-002 ? No Growlh ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth n Some Growlh ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantia] Qavili ? Suhstantial GiDwti ? Substantial Ga^wfli ? Substantia] Qowtti ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Giowth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Giowth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantia] Growdi ? Substantial Giow-4i ? Substantial Growfli � Substantia] Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Giowth ? No Growlh ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growlh � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Grcwili ? Substantia] Growfti ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Giowfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth � Much Growth � Much Giowth ? Much Growth � Much Growth
? SubstantialGrcwfti ? Suhstantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli � Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
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1001 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Grow* ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial (jrowtfi ? SubstantialGrowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growlh ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantia]Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
n Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Grow th
? Substantial Growtli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Sutistantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission �& Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Semce
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Giowth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial GrowHi ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
1002 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qo^vfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantia] Qowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth � No Giowth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Giowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Giowlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Sei-vice Mission & Service Mission & Service
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Groivfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Grcwfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli
1003 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
' � Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Grow th ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial (jiowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Grow th ? Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth n Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growtli
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Qowlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qwvfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
� Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli
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1004 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth � No Growth ? No Growlh ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growtli � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Gicwili ? Suhstantial Growlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growth � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growth ? Much GrowHi ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Qowlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Ckwfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial GiDwth ? Substantial Qrowfti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growlh ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Growlii ? Substantial Qw,fli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli
1005 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial GiDvMh ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfti ? Substantial Giowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growtti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
1006 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Giowth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Grow th ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth
? SubstantialQowdi ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Grow th
? Substantial Giowdi ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialGrowfli ? Substantial Qrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
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1007 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial (jrowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial GrowHi ? Substantial Growfli ? Sifljstantial Qrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substaiiial Ckiwfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Grow th � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growtli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli
1008 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfti ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli n Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growtli � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Giowth � No Growth � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? Suhstantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Semce Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? SubstantialGrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowfli
1009 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstarlialGrowfli ? SifcslaiitialGrowfli ? Si�6lailialGrowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Giowth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? SubstantiaQowfli ? SubsantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialGrowfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Giowth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial Growlh ? Suhstantial (3rowfli ? Substantial Qrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
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1010 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growlh ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growtli ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? SubstantialGrowlh ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth � Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth ? Much Growtli � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Gia\lh ? SubstantialQowlh ? Substantial QcRvfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growtli � Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtti ? SubstantialGrow4i ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli
I-ll Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
n Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Gro\Mli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Sei-vice Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
� No Growth � No Growth � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
1012 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Grow th ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Giowth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
� No Growth � No Growth � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substanrial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
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1013 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Giowth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Giowth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Grow th � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Giowtli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growtli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growlh
? Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Grow th ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growtli ? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial GrowHi ? SubstantialGrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Qwvfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli
1014 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth
? Substantial Gro\\fli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialGrowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
� Substantial Growfli � Substantial Qowdi � SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli � Substantial Qowfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Giowth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Giowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Qrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Giowfli ? Substantial Qowfli
1015 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Gro\\fli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Giowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growtli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialGrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growtli
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowli
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1016 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Gicwtli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Ctrowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
� No Growth � No Growtli � No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Gicwih ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growtli
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Qowfli
1017 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
� Some Growth ? Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growtli � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialGrowfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growtii ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qrowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growtli � Some Growth
? Much Grow th ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Siiistantial Growtii ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
1018 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Giowth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii ? SubstantialQowfti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? SubstantialQowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
� Much Giowth ? Much Giowth ? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial Growtii � SubstantialGrowtli � Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
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1019 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
� No Giowth � No Growth � No Growth ? No Growth � No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Grow tli ? Some Growth � Some Growtli ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Gicwfli ? Suhstantial Growth ? Substantial Qow4i ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growtli ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growtli � Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Giowth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Qowfti ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
� No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growth � No Growtli
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growtli ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Giowth
? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Growlh ? Substantial Ckiwfti ? Substantial Qowfti ? SubstantialGiowfli
Mission & Service Mission �& Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission �& Service
? No Growth ? No Grow th ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
� Some Growtli � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Growth � Some Giowth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth
? Substantial Growth ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qov\fli ? SubstantialQowfli
1020 Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers Prayers
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growtli ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial GrovMli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Presence Presence Presence Presence Presence
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Grow th ? Some Growth
� Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
? Substantial GrowHi ? Substantial Qowfli ? Substantial Qowii ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts Gifts
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growtli ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth
� Substantial Gicwfti � Substantial Growfli � Substantial Qowfti ? Substantial Growfli ? Substantial Growfli
Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service Mission & Service
? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth ? No Growth
? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth ? Some Growth
? Much Growth ? Much Growth � Much Growth � Much Growth ? Much Growth
� Substantial Growh � Substantial Growfti ? Substantial Growfti ? Substantial Giowfti � SubstantialGrowth
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Appendix M
Research Question #1 Findings
Participant Spiritual Disciplines Prior to Short-Term Mission Experience
I-OOl
1-002
1-003
1-004
1-005
1-006
1-007
Prayers Sfruggle with prayer life
Presence Greatly involved, hard to improve on
Gifts Tidiing important
Service Dabbled in hands-on mission; supported missions financially
Prayers Prayer in worship
Presence Going to church on Stmday, sunple witness of faith
Gifts Giving directed to chiu-ch
Service Local commmiity projects
Prayers Mealtime prayer, individual prayer time
Presence Church, Sunday school, and youth activities
Gifts Financial giving part of family's practice
Service Time and personal commitment unportant
Prayers Individual prayers, family devotionals, nothing consistent
Presence Basic involvement in church
Gifts Believe in tithing when able
Service Limited involvement
Prayers Very little as a family
Presence Minimal involvement
Gifts Gave what could
Service Involved through youth contact
Prayers Mealtime prayers
Presence Very involved; small group Bible study; music department
Gifts Gave monetarily
Service Limited to small flinctions widiin church
Prayers Mmitnal prayer life
Presence Fairly involved; not deeply rooted
Gifts Gave to church and projects tiiat needed money; limited
Service Limited
Prayers Prayer over children; mealtime; m church; prayer vigils; prayer chauis
Presence Very active ui chiuch, committee work and youth ministry; youdi camps
Gifts Committed to giving and serving those ui community
Service Enjoyed domg diings for other people
Prayers Meal blessings; bedtime prayers
Presence Faidifixl in chiuch attendance, UMYF and Simday school
Gifts Focused on local chiuch
Service Youdi mission trips; local mission ministries
Prayers Individual prayer focus rather than family; mealtime blessings
Presence Involved in Sunday school, church, and choir
Gifts Did what you were supposed to do
Service No activity
Prayers Mealtime prayers; parents open about prayers and lead by example
Presence Active in life of church; youdi ministry
Gifts Believe in tithing; offer God glory and praise dirough tithing
Service Mmimal involvement
Prayers Extensive prayer life over last 25 years; mealtime, evening and church
Presence Kind of mvolved in church
Gifts Minimal practice of giving
Service Some uivolvement; very litde with the church
Prayers MeaUime blessings
Presence Minimal involvement
Gifts Gave as we felt like we could
Service Very little involvement
Prayers Not connected as family in life ofprayer
Presence Parts of family had very little involvement in life of church
Gifts Sometiiing diat we kind of did
Service Didn't do a lot
Prayers Mealtime prayers routine; praying otherwise didn't really happen
Presence Children's activities, Sunday school, Bible studies
Gifts We knew givmg was die right thing to do
Serv ice Part ofworking togedier m the church; described as "selfish serving"
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Prayers When we thought about it
Presence Taught Sunday school; active in chiuch about 90% of time
Gifts More significant before mission trip
Service Involved in community service projects for youtii and children
Prayers Centered around mealtime and bedtime
Presence Participated in church as parents directed
Gifts Gi\ing was important to us
Service We helped people when diey moved uito the neighborhood
Prayers Prayer life not enough; centered around mealdmes, church, specific items
Presence We said yes to die church all the time
Gifts Giving was way down beforehand
Service Not much
Prayers Mealtime prayers and prayers for different people m our lives
Presence Extensive mvolvement; small group Bible studies, Sunday moming worship
Gifts Participate in church-giving campaigns
Service Youthministry service weekends
Prayers Meahime prayers
Presence Active in youdi ministry
Gifts Tithing important to parents and tauglit to the children
Service Work in the conununity center; imier-city ministries; children's ministries
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